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The problem of thermal unit commitment is solved with dynamic program-
mingo A practical example is given which solves the problem for a six 
generator system over a one year time span. This long range solution is used with 
a hydro optimization procedure to give an optimized hydro-thermal unit commit-
ment solution. From this, a worth of hydro value is computed for each month, 
which may be used in the daily dispatching of thermal units and hydro. Applica-
tions of the program are also shown for aiding in generator maintenance scheduling 
and evaluating purchase power contracts with neighboring utilities. Error analysis 




According to the Edison Electric Institute, the United States has produced 
an average of over thirty-two billion kilowatt-hours of electrical energy per week 
in 1972 .. It is obvious that even a small fractional increase in economy in pro-
ducing this energy will result in significant savings. One factor can improve 
the economy of operation of a uti I ity is the optimization of the selection of 
generators which will be used to meet the system load. This subject has been 
treated extensively in the I iterature, but the problem has not been given an exact 
mathematical solution .. This work presents an exact solution for an el cal 
utility system with six thermal generators and various other resources. Although 
this is a small system, it provides a benchmark for testing other methods which 
are applicable to larger systems. Suggestions are given for expanding the methods 
in this work to larger power systems. 
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I. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Every electric utility is faced with the problem of supplying the exact 
amount of power demanded by its customers at all points in time. A typical 
power demand curve for a particular day is shown in Figure 1. This curve pri-
marily represents residential customers' demands on a large rural power system. 
The generators with which the system load may be met are usually acquired a 
utility over a number of years and thus may vary greatly in size and efficiency. 
Thermal generating units (which may burn coal, oil, gas, or nuclear fuel) have 
input-output characteristics of the general shape represented in Figure 2. Many 
uti I iti es a I so have hydroe I ectri c resources" 
It is the object of the power sys tern operators to meet the power demand 1n 
the most econom i co I manner. Given a set of N generators, both thermo I and 
hydroelectric, and a system power demand (Figure 1) there are two basic prob-
lems which must be solved to arrive at the optimum system operation over all 
periods of time o 
The first problem: Given a subset M of the set of N generators and an 
instantaneous power demand, how must the generation on theM machines be 
allocated so that the total generation equals the demand and that the operating 
cost is minimal. This problem, known as economic dispatch, can be solved by 
several different methods such as an exhaustive search and comparison procedure, 
dynamic programming (Lowery (25)), or, since the derivative of the generator 
characteristic curve is a monotonic increasing function, the 11 incremental cost 
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system operators, may be used" This method is generally used by the sophisticated 
digital dispatching computers which are currently being installed and used by 
many power systems. 
The second problem: Which subset of the 2N possible subsets of N machines 
must be operated at every given period of time so that the total operating cost 
over all time is minimized. This problem could easily be solved by Lowery's (25) 
dynamic programming method if it were necessary only to find which subset of M 
machines could meet a particular demand most economically. But thermal 
generating units require a start-up period of several hours during which a signifi-
cant amount of fuel is consumed, making it necessary to consider whether or not 
to shut a unit down during periods of low power demand when it is known that 
the unit may be needed later. Even if the demand at a particular hour may be 
met most economically without a particular unit, it may be optimal to leave the 
unit on and save the cost of a start-up.. Therefore, the problem reduces to find-
ing the proper time to commit each generator to operation or to take it out 
service over a designated period of time. This problem is called unit commitment 
and its solution is the primary objective of this paper. 
Interconnected power systems often engage in agreements to buy or sell 
power with neighboring systems. These agreements may be short or long term. 
Short term agreements are those which the system dispatchers enter into on an 
hour-to-hour basis. These transactions may occur when one uti I ity offers energy 
for sale at a rate less than another can generate it. The utilities would establish 
a price for the energy such that they would split the savings. Because such 
situations are very difficult to predict and cannot be relied upon, they are not 
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considered in this work. 
Long term contracts between utilities occur if one utility has more capacity 
installed than it needs while another is short of capacity. These contracts may be 
written in a variety of ways and cover any period of time desired the two 
utilities involved. Usually, the purchasing utility pays a premium for the use of 
the capacity plus a charge for the energy actually scheduled. Therefore, a long 
term purchase results in increased generation resources for a uti I ity and a long 
term sale means additional capacity responsibi I ity. The effects of long term con-
tracts will be considered in the solution of the unit commitment problem. 
Many utilities also have hydroelectric generation sources as well as 
thermal generation. Hydro sources require a different treatment than thermal 
generation when consideration is given to dispatching hydro units in an integrated 
hydro-thermo I system .. 
There are three basic types of hydroelectric resources. The first, and 
simplest, is known as run-of-the-river hydro. In this type of system hydroelectric 
generators are located on a large river so that as water runs down the river it is 
made to generate electricity. Since no storage basin is involved, the amount of 
power inherent in the water's flow at any time must be equal to or greater than 
that power which is generated. Since the energy produced by run-of-the-river 
projects costs very little (beyond the initial expense of building them), the 
projects are run at maximum capacity at II times, except for periods of planned 
maintenance and machinery failures. Therefore, run-of-the-river projects do not 
pose a problem in the areas of unit commitment and economic dispatch. Proper 
consideration may be given to them by subtracting the power which they are 
expected to produce from the system load requirements to determine the power 
which must be met by a II other resources. 
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The second type of hydroelectric resource is the pumped-storage hydro 
project. This system consists of a storage pond at high elevation, a reversible 
hydroelectric generator-pump located at a low elevation with a connecting 
channel to the storage pond, and a low elevation storage pond, fed by a river, 
which is used for the discharged water as we II as for the source of water to 
pumped. Typi ca I energy storage characteristics of the storage ponds are such 
that the hydroelectric generators may be operated for twelve to twenty-four hours 
at maximum capacity before the water is depleted. Water must then pumped 
from the lower storage pond by the reversible generator-pump for eighteen to 
thirty-six hours to restore the upper reservoir to its maximum capacity. 
The advantage of pumped storage hydroelectric projects lies in the fact 
that there are many hours of each day when the thermal generators of a power 
system operate at less than full capacity simply because their total powers are not 
required to meet the system load. Their capabilities can be used to store energy 
for a time when an increased system load may require more generating capacity 
than the thermal generators are capable of producing. The pumped-storage hydro 
project acts as a huge storage battery which may be charged and discharged at 
will. 
The subject of dispatching pumped-storage projects has been discussed at 
length in the literature. It is a very complex problem since there is great 
flexibility in choosing the time for charging and discharging the project., Most 
solutions use the peak-shaving technique whereby it is decided that the 
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pumped-storage project wi II generate during the peak load period of the day and 
will pump at times of minimum load so that the thermal generation output over 
the twenty-four hour period is levelized. This is certainly a logical way to 
operate, but it must be noted that it cannot be called optimal, since the decision 
to pump or generate on days that do not require the pumped-storage output must 
be based on the costs saved when the project is a II owed to operate versus the 
costs necessary to replace the water. Because of the complexities involved and 
because the use of pumped storage hydroelectric projects is not widespread, the 
optimum economic solution of a system which employs them is not attempted in 
the present work .. If such a solution is desired, it is suggested that a peak-shaving 
technique be applied to the system load and that this revised load requirement 
and the remaining generation resources be used with the solution technique pre-
sented in this paper. 
The third type of hydroelectric resource is known as the conventional 
storage hydroelectric project. This system is characterized by a large upper 
reservoir created by damming a stream. Hydroelectric turbine-generators are 
placed in the bottom of the dam so that the hydrostatic pressure caused by the 
head of water can be made to produce electricity. In the United States these 
dams are built and controlled by the United States Army Corps of Engineers. 
Since the lakes created by these dams have value as flood control and recrea-
tional facilities, the Corps of Engineers places certain operating restrictions on 
these hydro projects even though the electrical output may be dispatched and 
used by private power companies. If the lake rises above a specified elevation, 
the Corps of Engineers removes control of the dam from the power company and 
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proceeds to discharge water until the lake returns to the specified level. This 
level is called the top of the power pool. When above it, the lake is in the 
flood pool. Likewise, if the elevation of the lake falls below a specified level, 
known as the bottom of the power pool, the Corps of Engineers takes contro I 
until the natural inflow causes the lake to return to the low limit. Therefore, to 
obtain optimum usage of a conventional storage hydroelectric project, a utility 
must plan its operations so that the project's lake levels remain within the power 
pool at all times. 
The energy output of such a resource is determined by the water inflow and 
evaporation, and the physical characteristics of the basin. Historical data may 
be used to predict the water inflow at any point in time so that a prediction can 
be made as to energy input to the system. This energy input can be used as it 
comes, or can be stored in the lake for use at a time when it would be most 
beneficial to the utilityo 
The use of conventional storage hydroelectric projects is widespread 
throughout the United States o A method to approximate this type of hydro 
project and integrate it with a thermal unit commitment solution is presented m 
this work. 
In summary, the goal of the power system dispatcher is to minimize the 
total thermal fuel costs over a given period of time by operating the proper 
combination of thermal units, to keep the thermal units and purchased power in 
economic dispatch, to use the limited energy of the hydro resources to reduce the 
thermal fuel input as much as possible, and to observe all system restrictions, such 
as the high and low limits of all generators, the power pool restrictions of all 
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hydro projects, and system load demand and reserve requirements. The approach 
taken here wi II be to separate this problem into two segments for sol uti on. The 
first will examine the thermal unit commitment problem in detail. The unit 
commitment solution will be shown to be globally optimum and within all con-
straints. The second segment will contain an algorithm to use the hydro energy 
to replace the thermal generation which is shown to be most costly while main-
taining the hydro system within the power pool. 
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II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
As power systems began to accumulate various types and ages of generating 
equipment, it became obvious that savings could be made if the required energy 
was generated in some optimum manner. The most obvious factor affecting such 
an optimization is the selection of units which can be used to meet the load re-
quirements. Because of the complexity of this problem, the less critical problem 
of economic dispatch was approached first" Perhaps the best known of these works 
is Kirchmayer's book (41). One of the reasons for the widespread acceptance of 
this incremental cost approach was its adaptabi I ity to hand ca ons 
devices such as the incremental cost slide rule discussed by rchmayer. This 
approach continues to enjoy considerable use today in digital computer applica-
tions. 
More recently there have been several approaches developed for economic 
dispatch which have certain advantages over Kirchmayer's incremental cost 
approach. One method, developed by Shen and Laughton (l ), includes system 
security constraints. The constraints inc I ude a network equations mode I, 
generator loading, running spare capacity, and transmission line loading limits .. 
The optimization technique used is dual linear programming. A solution is 
obtai ned such that the system is secure under any single contingency. Long and 
Barrios (5) have developed a parametric equations approach for obtaining the 
minimum of a convex function. It has ntages over the incremental cost 
method because of faster convergence, even if there are generators with constant 
incremental fuel costs. (The most serious flaw of the incremental cost method is 
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the slow convergence in regions where the slope is near zero o Because of 
physical considerations, the slope of the incremental cost curve can never be 
negative, but in some cases, the slope becomes small enough to cause conver-
gence problems when using an incremental cost approach.) 
Not only did the advent of digital computers allow more sophisticated 
solutions to the economic dispatch problem, but researchers were able to consider 
the complex problems of generation scheduling. One such problem, solved by 
Lowery (25), and Ayoub and Patton (36), is that of determining which combina-
tion of generators should be used to supply a particular load. As is pointed out, 
this can be a large problem, even with a small number of generators. If there 
are fourteen units, any nine of which can meet the load, there are: 
14! 
9!x5! = 2002 Combinations 
which would have to be compared economically, with an economic dispatch 
( 1) 
computed for each combination. Both of these papers use a dynamic programming 
approach to reduce the computational effort of this problem. 
Although start-up costs may be included in this solution, and these may be 
app I i ed in proceeding from one load to the next, there is no method of checking 
if a different unit commitment, operated for both hours, might be cheaper than 
the two which were selected individually. To say this another way, it might be 
cheaper to leave an inefficient unit on if not needed (where Lowery's method 
would turn it off) in order to save a start-up cost later. These works do a good 
job in demonstrating dynamic programming's ability to solve the problem they 
present. It is this author's intention to use dynamic programming to solve the 
1 1 
problem stated in this paragraph, which Lowery's method does not address. 
Many efforts have been made to solve the combined hydro-thermal dis-
patch and unit commitment problems., Because hydro resources are I imited in 
energy, the use of this energy only when thermal energy is expensive is necessary 
if the most economical operation is to be obtained. 
Pumped storage hydro provides an additional degree of complexity because, 
unlike conventional storage ponds where the water is supplied without expense, 
thermo I generation must be used to store the energy. Therefore, the basic 
question becomes one of deciding when to pump and when to use the water 1n 
coordination with the unit commitment solution. 
References (9), (16), (27), (28), (29), and (35) approach the problem of 
optimizing the operation of a pumped storage hydro project Bernard, et al (16), 
divide a dispatching time span into intervals. They demonstrate that optimum 
pumping operation occurs when the incremental pumping cost is the same in each 
interval and that the optimum utilization occurs when the incremental fuel 
savings are the same over the generation interval. 
McDaniel and Gabrielle (28) find that the off-peak pumping costs for the 
Smith Mountain project of the American Electric Power system are not greatly 
affected by load forecasting errors or changes in unit commitment. This would 
allow a simplification in the above method by giving a constant incremental 
pumping cost. 
Galloway and Ringlee (27) investigate a specific system with observations 
concerning the sensitivity of cost in relation to reservoir size, the influence of 
cycle efficiency on operating costs, and the effects of load forecast errors on 
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system economy. This work is not intended for general results, but rather to give 
other investigators a feel for the importance of various parameters. 
Cobian (35) presents an interesting paper on the optimum use of pumped 
hydro which is jointly operated by several interconnected utilities. Each 
utility's thermal system is represented by an incremental cost function that is 
monotonic nondecreasing and convex differentiable with respect to generated 
power. Dynamic programming is used to optimize the system by letting the 
amount of pumped storage generation or pumping be the dynamic programming 
decision variable 0 
Bainbridge, et al (29), present a method in which an initial trial schedule 
of all resources that meets the demand in all periods is formulated. This schedule 
is improved upon by changing various parameters until no improvement in thermal 
cost is gained. 
Akiyama and Sekine (9) have recognized the effects of power system losses 
by including a power system network model in their pumped storage hydro 
optimization .. A simplified thermal model allows the use of a linear programming 
system to obtain the optimization .. 
Because of the more widespread use of conventional storage hydroelectric 
plants, the optimization of this type of hydroelectric resource with thermal 
generation has attracted more research than pumped storage operations Ref-
erences (2), (3), (4), (6), (7), (8), (10), (11), (12), (14), (15), (17), (19), (20), 
(22), (23), (26), (29), (30), (31), (33), (37), (38), (39) and (40) investigate 
various methods of optimizing a hydro-thermal system. Because of the volume of 
this material and similarities among them, they will be grouped according to 
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important features and these features wi II be discussed. 
The maximum principal of Pontryagin forms the basis of optimization for 
references (3}, (4), (8}, (26) and (40). These papers include sophisticated hydro 
models, allowing for variations in head and hydro projects which operate in 
cascade, Dahlin and Shen (40) even include the effects of transport delay in the 
river connecting two cascaded hydro plants. While the maximum principle allows 
detailed hydro representations, a very simple thermal model is used which does 
not include start-up costs. 
An incrementa I worth of water approach is used in references ( 14) 1 ( 19) 1 
(22), (30), (31), and (37). These methods derive a worth of water which can 
used in an economic dispatch with a thermal system on an hour-to-hour basis. 
Brudenell and G i I breath (19) describe the rule curves, developed for the TVA 
system, which show how the incremental worth of water will vary over a period 
of several months. 
Kirchmayer (30) discusses how the worth of water can be used with his 
methods of economic dispatch .. The general equation of the Lagrangian multipliers 
for thermo I generators is: 
dFn 
Ln A. (2) dPn = 
where: 
dFn 
Derivative of generator n•s dPn 
input-output curve 
Ln = Pen a I ty factor of generator n 
A Lagrangian multiplier. This equation 
holds for all generators for some A if 
the system is in economic dispatch a 
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The n equations along with 2-:Pn = P load+ P loss can be used to solve for 
the n+l variables ( A and all Pn). To include the incremental cost of hydro in 
such an economic dispatch, the equation: 




dPj Lj = \ 
Ji = Incrementa I worth of water at plant 
Wj = Water flow at plant i 
Pj = Power produced at plant 
(3) 
Now there are n+j+ 1 unknowns and equations if Yi is known. If it is not 
known but a desired volume of water to be released is known, a value for each 
Yi can be selected, then adjusted, until the desired release is obtained from 
each reservoir. Since it is assumed that the economic dispatch can be obtained, 
it is implied that the unit commitment for the duration of this process is known. 
Drake, et al (31), add an interesting dimension to this method by including 
series-parallel hydro reservoirs. 
There are several approaches in the references (7), (17), (29), (33), (38), 
and (39) which use techniques of successive approximations. Here it is assumed 
that an initial feasible schedule can be found either manually or by allowing 
the computer to assign schedules in a priority order. Various parameters are 
changed within the hydro and thermal systems until no further improvement 
results. Happ, et al (33), describe the method as applied to the 100 machine 
system of the Connecticut Valley Electric Exchange. The Pennsylvania, New 
Jersey, Maryland Interconnection is discussed by Davidson, et al (7). This 
method appears to be the most practical method thus far developed for large and 
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complex systems. 
Dynamic programming forms the basis for optimization in (2) r 
(6), (10), (11) and (23). These methods use the water level or water discharge 
during each specified interval as the state variable. One equivalent thermal 
plant is assumed. The total cost over a given time interval can be mized 
with standard dynamic programming procedures. This approach must a I so assume 
that a unit commitment has been made in advance. 
Sokkappa (15) presents a study of a hydro-thermal scheduling problem using 
a pseudo thermal generator to represent all non-economic considerations such as 
generator and hydraulic constraints. The cost function of the pseudo thermal 
generator is structured such that the constraints wi II be met when an optimum 
solution is reached. It is assumed that some optimization technique is available 
to accomplish the optimization. This method is interesting because it can lead 
to simplifications which would speed a solution or allow solution techniques which 
were otherwise impractical. 
Ringlee (12) offers a detailed mathematical description of variational pro-
gramming problems which are convex in presenting a method for scheduling a 
hydro-thermal system o This work considers optimization over a specified time 
period, but simp I ifies the thermal model by not including start-up costs. 
Fukao and Yamazaki (20) consider one equivalent thermal plant in using a 
dynamic I inear programming procedure to optimize hydro operations. The hydro 
system is considered as a separate subsystem. This paper has interest as one of 
the few that consider hydro projects in series. 
All of the above works employ some method of optimizing the thermal 
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generation on a power system, but it is done with simp I ifi cations so that 
dimensions of a hydro system can be included. The following papers, whi 
bear a more direct relationship to this author 1s work, concentrate on solut 
to the thermal unit commitment problem. 
has been developed by Baldwin, et al (21) Empirical rules are used which dis-
allow a unit to be shut down if it will be required within a given number 
Units are started and shut down in a strict priority order. This method is simple 
and easy to use .. The computations could even be done by hand for a small 
system .. The results should be good for a system where the choice of generation 
is I imited so that the wrong decision will seldom be made. Although the priority 
order may be easy to determine, selecting the proper number of shut-down hours 
could be perplexing. This number would depend upon which units remain 
running and the load on each unit during each hour. 
Kerr, et al (24), improve on the above method by trying variations on an 
initial feasible schedule based on priorities. Start and stop times are manipulated 
to try to achieve savings .. They also account for the variation in start-up cost as 
related to off timeo The cooling characteristics of a boiler cause the actual 
start-up cost to approach the cost of a cold start-up in an exponential fashion. 
This cost is approximated by: 
where: 
Cs = c r at] 
c ll+at] 
Cs = Start-up cost at time t 
Cc = Start-up cost for a cold start 
(4) 
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t Off time in hours 
a = Parameter depending on the boiler 
characteristics 
This relationship is an improvement over using a constant for the start-up cost, 
although it adds another degree of complexity. 
Hara, et al (13}, using methods similar to the above, gain computat 
efficiency by using a steepest descent approach for optimization., The 
the initial schedule is selected which promises the most savings This is done 
unti I no further savings is made., 
Garver (18) presents an integer programming technique which is theoret-
in 
ically able to solve the unit commitment problem. A linear equation is developed 
which minimizes total generation costs over all time intervals. On-off parameters 
are used to represent the status of each generator for each hour. If the proper 
restraints are placed on these on-off parameters, it is possible to represent a time 
sequence of events and therefore possible to include start-up costs. However, 
dimensionality for even the smallest system becomes a large problem since all 
possible events for all hours must be stated in the objective function. 
Muckstadt and Wilson (32) overcome some of the dimensionality problems 
of the above method in their mixed-integer programming duality method. The 
problem, however, is still very large. 
System security has been given attention in recent years and an 
excellent paper relating the selection of an economic unit commitment to the 
needs of the system security has given by Guy (34). The method of opti-
mization is similar to the method of variations of reference (24)., The security 
measure used is the probabi I ity that the generating capacity wi II be ........ ,.,..,,.., .. 
the system load at any given time. 
Perhaps the best overview of economic operation of power systems can 
obtained from the IEEE Committee Report (37). This paper discusses the full 
range of economics from economic dispatch to unit commitment to 
optimizations. It is a report on previously tried methods, rather than ,...,. ... ,=-cc:>..-.T 
any new techniques .. 
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A. Introduction 
Ill. MATHEMATICAL DESCRIPTION OF THE 
THERMAL UNIT COMMITMENT PROBLEM 
A power system may be described as existing in states. The complete 
state description must include identification of the following parameters: 
(1) System load 
(2) Reserve required 
(3) On-off status of each generator 
(4) Load carried by each unit which is on 
Parameters (l) and (2) are the basic restrictions which must met, and 
(3) and (4) are variables that can be manipulated by the solution technique to 
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arrive at the optimum solution. The following observations may be made about 
the system parameters: 
(1) System load must be determined approximately twenty-four 
hours in advance for the purpose of unit commitment on a daily basis. 
On a yearly basis, the prospect of accurately forecasting an hourly load 
for any given day is remote, but it will be assumed here that, within 
any given season, days will occur that have load distributions similar 
to those predicted, even if the days do not occur in the sequence given. 
Therefore, the tota I energy required by the system can be accurately 
predicted for periods of one month or longer. Since it is the long-range 
costs which are of interest when a long-range forecast is required, there 
should be no problem if the loads (and thus costs) do not occur on 
precisely the days specified as long as the total results are accurate. An 
analysis of errors caused by inaccurate forecasts will made 
results of the unit commitment solution are given later in this 
(2) Reserve requirements may be broken down into 
(A) Spinning reserve is an amount of extra capaci which 
must be on line to help the power system absorb 
frequency and load deviations. This requirement results in a 
restriction that at least some units on line must be ........... """ .. """'"'"'',.... sl 
below maximum capacity. 
y 
(B) Ready reserve is an amount of capacity that a must 
be able to call upon within a specified period time. is 
usually ten to twenty minutes and is ,...,.,, .. o.-=•~"~ upon by a group 
interconnected utilities.. This capacity must be capable of 
the single greatest generator loss which the utility may incur. 
Because of the short time allowed, thermal un with cold lers 
cannot be considered available for this type of reserve. Hydro 
units, diesels and gas turbines which are off I can usual 
started in time to meet the requirements.. Any un whi are on 
line and not at maximum capacity can have load ,.. ... "',. ....... ""' ..... to 
help cover the loss. Some uti I also contract with n'l"'lh.O:.ll"C: to help 
share reserve responsibilities within an 
(C) Planning reserve is an amount capacity above 
greatest hourly load expected on during 
Although very important for the security of any power 
planning reserve is not considered a part of this study it is 
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assumed that a utility using this unit commitment solution technique 
has already installed sufficient capacity and is interested in finding 
the best way of using this capacity. 
(3) Generators with coal fired boilers, which produce most of the 
energy generated in the United States, require long periods of time (on 
the order of eight hours for units larger than 200 or 300 megawatts) for 
start-ups. During this time a significant amount of fuel is consumed in 
heating the boiler to bring the steam to operating temperature and pressure. 
Once brought on line, such units must operate at minimum capacities of 
around one-third of their maximum capacities., This is the result of several 
different equipment problems which occur at light loads. It is difficult to 
maintain the proper temperature and pressure in a large boiler when 
operating it at I ight loads. One of the most critical of the system aux i 1-
iaries, the boiler feed pump, is usually not capable of operating at a 
sma II fraction of the design load because of mechani ca I problems. 
Utilities which operate this type of generator must consider the 
economics of shutting one or more of the I east efficient of these units off 
when the load is light and starting them up again when they are needed, 
either for load or to meet reserve requirements. This is the most per-
plexing problem involved in unit commitment. The amount of fuel used 
to start a boiler results in a cost which is not directly applicable to the 
system load. Therefore, the on-off status of these units is important in 
every hour of solution of the problem since it dictates whether a unit needs 
to be started or not for the following hour if it is to be used. 
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With other types of generation such as hydroelectric resources, gas 
turbines and diesel generators, the start-up times and costs are not signifi-
cant so that their on-off status is not important in the unit commitment 
solutiono It is, of course, important to the system operators; but as far as 
the mathematics of unit commitment are concerned, such units may be 
considered always on but at zero output if the unit is actually off. 
(4) To achieve the optimum economy, the generators on line must 
be in economic dispatch no matter which combination of units are running. 
The economic dispatch is readily obtainable for any set of generators and 
gives a unique value of generation for each unit for every value of system 
load. There is no reason to consider any but an economical dispatch in 
solving the unit commitment problem. Therefore, in this work, for a given 
system load and a specified set of units which is designated to meet that 
load, there will be a unique cost associated with this system state as 
determined by an economic dispatch. The method used to obtain the 
dispatch is relatively unimportant. 
As demonstrated by the above observations, thermal unit commitment can 
be described as the problem of determining the on-off status of all generators to 
meet the system load and reserve requirements at all periods of time in the most 
economical manner. This can be expressed mathematically as: 
Find the Minimum of Y where: 
y = 
k L [ F (Lh, Ch) + 5 ( 6 Ch) J 
h=l 
(5) 






Last hour in the time period 
System load at hour h 
Unit Commitment of the system at hour h 
Total hourly cost from the economic dispatch of 
Unit Commitment Ch at load Lh 
Total start-up costs involved in making the 
transition 6 ch 
The transition in proceeding from Unit 
Commitment Ch-l to Ch , 
with the constraint that the capacity involved in the unit commitment Ch is 
adequate to meet the load and reserve requirements of Lh and Ch. (The Ch 
has a reserve requirement associated with the largest unit inCh.) 
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B. Inclusion of Long Term Contracts in the Thermal Unit Commitment Solution 
Long term purchase and sale contracts are executed on a day-to-day basis 
with the purchasing utility requesting a desired amount of power each hour for 
the following twenty-four hour period, The selling utility is obligated to 
generate the requested capacity (up to the amount specified in the contract) as 
desired by the purchaser. The purchaser has paid a capacity charge for this 
privilege and must also pay an agreed-upon amount for the energy that is 
scheduled .. This latter cost will be called A . Because the capacity charge is p 
paid in advance and relates to the fixed charges a utility must incur, there is no 
need to consider capacity charges in the solution to the unit commitment 
problem. 
In considering a sale in a unit commitment solution, a utility to pre-
di ct when the purchaser wi II request the energy. This amount may be added to 
the load forecast to estimate the energy that must be generated. A uti I whi 
purchases power can consider this purchase an additional generat resource. It 
may be scheduled as needed or to improve the economics of the system. To 
include purchased power in a unit commitment solution, it may be .. -,~-··-- as a 
generator with a maximum capacity as stated in the contract, a zero nimum, 
and a zero start-up cost.. The incremental cost is equal to the energy cost as 
specified in the contract and is thus constant. Because the zero minimum 
zero start-up cost, the purchase may be treated I ike a generator which is always 
running in the unit commitment solution. Therefore, there is no 
problem for purchased power.. In the economic dispatch, the purchased power 
wi II be used (and thus scheduled) if the system incremental cost 1 As' 
the cost of the purchased energy, A .. If A is below A , no purchased p s p 
energy will be scheduled. Purchased power may be treated in this manner 
both long range and short range unit commitment solutions 
Although most purchase contracts specify that schedules should made a 
day in advance, if the purchasing uti I ity has an emergency occur and needs 
power that hasn't been scheduled, the seller will make the power available on 
short notice if he possibly can., Therefore the amount of unscheduled 
can be considered available for ready reserve .. While this assumption is usually 
a valid one and will be made in this work, it is not necessary for the unit commit-
ment solution technique presented here .. 
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C.. Convention a I Storage Hydroe I ectri c Resource Considerations 
For short term unit commitments and dispatch (24 to 48 hours), scheduling 
conventional storage hydroelectric energy is relatively simple. The hydro is 
assumed to be worth a specified amount per kilowatt-hour. This "worth of water" 
may be designated A . If energy can be generated for less than A to meet 
w w 
the system demand, the hydro will not be used. Therefore, on a short term basis, 
hydro may be scheduled I ike purchased power. 
The question arises, however, as to the manner in which A. w is determined. 
Since the uti I ity does not have to pay for the water stored in the lake, the worth 
of water must somehow be related to the cost of thermal generation or purchases 
that it may replace. Because there is relatively little fluctuation in the energy 
stored in a lake in a one or two day period even if the maximum amount of hydro 
energy is generated, there can be no comparison of the worth of water versus 
thermal generation on a short term basis. It then becomes necessary to consider 
a long range problem to determine the \. which may be used in the short range 
w 
solutions. The long range problem which must be solved is the long range unit 
commitment problem .. By determining the optimum thermal unit commitment for a 
long range problem, an optimum use of the hydroelectric energy available over 
that time period can be determined. The hydro may be used to replace the most 
expensive thermal generation or purchases until all allotted hydro energy is used. 
The \. is equal to the cost of generation that is replaced. Because it is I ikely 
w 
that the costs of generation replaced may vary in time, the worth of water may 
also vary .. The determination of A for all intervals in the time period is one 
w 
of the obiectives of this work. 
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With the inclusion of conventional hydroelectric resources and long range 
contracts for the purchase and sale of power, the unit commitment problem as 
stated in Equation (5) can be modified as in Equation (6): 










L [ F (Lh,Ch) + s ( 6Ch) J 
h=l 
Any hour in the time period 
Last hour in the time period 
System load plus contract sales at hour h 
Unit commitment of the system at hour h 
Total cost of the economic dispatch of Unit 
Commitment Chat load Lh, including the 
cost of a II contract purchases at hour h as 
dictated by the economic dispatch 
Total start-up costs involved in making the 
transition 6 ch 
The transition in proceeding from Unit 
Commitment Ch-1 to Ch 
(6) 
There is no mention of hydroelectric costs since the hydroelectric energy 
does not add dollar costs but is capable of rendering savings. Therefore, 
Equation (6) applies to the unit commitment problem if the following restrictions 
are observed: N Q R 
(1) = (7) 
m=l q=l r=l 
This is the energy balance equation for each hour. 
plus contract sales for each hour (Lh) must equal the sum 
all generation (where each G h is associated w a cost m, 
computed in the economic dispatch) plus the sum all 
purchased energy (also derived from the economic dispatch) 
plus the sum of all hydro energy. 
(2) All generators must remain within high and low I ts. 
Purchased power may vary between zero and contract 
maximum. Hydro capacity may range from zero to an 
limit based on the lake level and turbine 
(3) The unit commitment Ch must satisfy the load and 
reserve requirements as discussed earlier. 
(4) There will be total energy restrictions on each hydro resource 
that the level of the storage pond must remain within fi 
high and low I imits. 
The methods of thermal unit commitment discussed in 
placed into one of three broad categories with respect to the of the 
problem: 
(l) Simplifications are made so that problem may solved 
with one of severo I optimization • Start-up costs 
are ignored. 
(2) The complexities of the problem are observed, but an 
approximate solution is found by iterating on an initial 
feasible schedule. The resultant solution may su 
optimal. 
(3) Solution techniques are used which retain all complex 
and are capable of finding the globally optimum 
but the dimensionality of the problem is so great 
value of each technique is severely limited. 
The author's method of thermal unit commitment wi II shown to 
all the complexities implied in Equation (5) and will obtain a global optimum 
solution. The method wi II be applied to an actual power system with s 
generators and the results will be demonstrated to have practical s nificance. 
A method of hydro-thermal coordination wi II be presented for one hydro resource 
such that Equations (6) and (7) will be satisfied No proof is ,..,. .... .,. ... ..,, ..... that the 
hydro-thermal solution will be optimal, but the results are shown to e. 
IV. SUITABILITY OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
IN SOLVING THE UNIT COMMITMENT PROBLEM 
A"' Introduction 
Given the nonlinear, noncontinuous, and time-dependent aspects of the 
unit commitment problem, it might be surmised that the only technique which 
could give a globally optimum solution would be one in which all possible com-
binations of all events are enumerated and compared. The simplest system which 
maintains generality is one in which there are two generators, either or both 
which can meet the system load and reserve requirements at all hours" There are 
thus three possible commitment schedules for each hour; two of which consider 
each unit alone and the third which considers both are on. If all possible events 
are to be examined, then, in genera I, a II three states at hour N must be com-
pounded with all possible sequences of events up to hour N-1. Even for the 
shortest practical commitment period, twenty-four hours, there would be a 
computationally infeasible 324 sequences to be enumerated and compared. For 
an M generator problem of duration H hours, the number of sequences possible 
is: 
Number of Sequences = (2M- l)H (8) 
This assumes that all combinations of generators (except the one with no genera-
tors) can meet the system requirements at any hour. It is also assumed that the 
economic dispatch for any combination is available. Since there is no reason to 
consider any dispatch but the most economical (as long as it is feasible), the 
consideration of loading of the generators designated as on does not add any 
states to the unit commitment problem. 
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The purpose of this work is to prove that dynamic programming can 
drastically reduce the computational effort involved while maintaining complete 
generality and guaranteeing a globally optimum solution. 
Dynamic programming is a mathematical optimization technique which 
carries the decision making process dynamically through the problem, rather than 
waiting for all computations to be made before comparing them. The classical 
recursion equation for dynamic programming, as given by Nemhauser , page 
29) is: 
where: 
Fn (Xn) max [Rn (Xn, Dn) + F n-1 (Xn-1 B 
Dn 
Fn the objective function at Stage n 
Xn the input at Stage n 
Dn the decision variable of Stage n 
Rn = the cost (or return of value) function of Stage n 
(9) 
This equation expresses the recursion relationship for additive returns It states 
that if the system has been optimized over the previous n-1 stages for all values 
of input to Stage n-1 (all Xn-1), then it is possible to optimize the system 
through Stage n for all Xn by optimizing over all decisions of Stage n with 
respect to the sum of the previous Stage n-1 optimization and the return realized 
at Stage n. The return Rn is a function of both the input Xn and the decision Dn., 
Dn may be a function of Xn. 
The actual minimization used can be any suitable technique, depending on 
the problem and nature ofF. IfF is analytical for each stage, then taking the 
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first derivative ofF can provide the optimization. IfF 1s discrete, then an ex-
haustive search for the minimum could be made. 
Because of the general nature of the above recursion relationship, 
dynamic programming may be applied to a wide class of problems in which a 
logical sequence of stages may be identified and where the value of the ob-
jective function is dependent on decisions made at each stage. A typical pro-
blem is the allocation of resources. If benefit factors can be assigned to the 
allocation of a given resource to several different projects, the optimum alloca-
tion of all the resource is readily obtainable. The different projects become 
dynamic stages, and the objective function is derived from the benefit factors. 
Lowery's (25) optimum selection of generation to meet any given load is an 
example of this type of dynamic programming. System load was considered the 
resource., Each generator was a stage. The objective function was the cost of 
assigning various amounts of load to each generatoro 
A detailed example of the dynamic programming process will now be given 
for a specific discrete, non-analytical model. 
B. An Example of a Dynamic Programming Problem 
In this discrete example, the objective will be to choose a path through 
the system illustrated in Figure 3 that will incur the minimum cost. There are 
two types of cost that wi II be encountered There is a cost associated with being 
in any encircled state. The paths joining the various states also entail assigned 
costs. To conform to the definition of a system that can be analyzed by dynamic 
programming, the states have been divided by pairs into stages. All states 
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F 3. Sample Dynamic Programming System State 
within a given stage must mutually exclusive., In a resource allocation 
problem, this is equivalent to saying that a unique amount of resource must 
assigned to each project., Conflicting amounts resource cannot assigned 
to the same event. Here this property is maintained by not allowing a path to 
exist between states within a given stage. It is also assumed that the flow 
through the system must always be down. This would have to be the case if e 
different stages represented progression in time, as they will when 
ment is discussed in the next section. 
Since this system is discrete, it will have to be analyzed by an exhaustive 
search technique. The most straight-forward way would to enumerate all 
possible paths, compute the associated costs, and compare these to select the 
minimum. To illustrate the dimensional problems involved when new states are 
added, the system will be considered first without State 2. The eight possible 



















Table I. Paths and Associated Costs through the Example 
The computational effort involved, summarized in Table II, was 64 addi-
tions to compute the costs (8 per path), and 7 decisions were necessary to select 
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the minimum of the 8 costso If, now, State 2 is also considered, the number of 
possible paths and additions will double, and the number of decisions would go 
to 15o This is a large computational price to pay for the addition of only one 
state o If a new state in a new stage were added, the number of additions per 
path would increase by 2, and the number of paths would double" 
Dynamic programming lessens the computational effort by comparing 
alternatives at each stage and eliminating those which could not possibly be on 
an optimum path. Computations proceed stage at a time by compounding all costs 
up to the state under consideration. Referring again to Figure 3 (with State 2 
included), the first decision can be made at State 3 by determining the best way 
to get to State 3. State 3 can be approached in only two ways: by starting at 
State 1 and traveling path 1-3, or by starting at State 2 and traveling path 2-3. 
The first approach costs $10 for existing in State 1 plus $6 for the path, for a 
total of $16 .. The second way costs $9 for State 2 plus $8 for the path, for a 
total of $17" Therefore, no matter how the sol uti on proceeds from State 
there is no need retaining the path and costs associated in getting to 3 
from State 2. Similar computations ore also made for State 4. Since States 3 
and 4 completely define Stage 1, and there is no way to bypass Stage l, Stage 0 
may be forgotten if the costs of States 3 and 4 are replaced by their respective 
optimum accumulated costs. For State 3 this is the $6 State 3 cost plus $16 
optimum for arriving at State 3, or $22. The optimum accumulated cost for 
State 4 is the $7 State 4 cost plus $15 optimum for arriving at State 4, or $22. 
Likewise, the optimum accumulated costs of States 5 and 6 ore $34 and $33., The 
complete solution of this problem, including State 2, by dynamic programming 
requires only 21 additions and 7 decisions. Without there are 19 addi-
tions and 5 decisions. This illustrates that adding a state increases the computa-
tiona! effort linearly for dynamic programming while it goes up geometrically 
exhaustive enumeration. Table II summarizes the computational effort of 
two approaches for this problem. 
Dynamic Programming 
Without State 2 
Enumeration 
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Table II.. Computational Effort of Dynamic Programming 






In genera I, no matter how many states there may in Stage N-1, there 
is only one optimum way to proceed to any given state in Stage N. If the opti-
mum decisions have been made in all N-1 previous stages, then the optimum 
decisions for Stage N must contain the globally optimum uti on. gl lly 
optimum solution may obtained from the set of optimum solutions (one for 
state) which are computed for the final stage. 
If only the optimum cost is desired, there is no need to retain the paths 
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which follow the optimum solutions. This would require very little computer 
memory to carry out the computations for large problems. The memory required 
at any Stage N of the computation is for the optimum costs of a II states of 
Stages N-1 and N.. As computations move to Stage N+ 1, the costs of Stage N-1 
are no longer needed. Therefore, this memory may be used for Stage N+ 1. The 
maximum amount of memory required is equal to the maximum of the total 
number of states in any two adjacent stages. 
If the optimum path is required, as in most cases, the above memory is 
sti II required for the costs in addition to the path memory. The path memory 
required can be considered a two dimensional array; the rows, i, representing 
the stages; and the columns, lr representing states in each stage. Each entry 
Ki, i indicates that for being in State j in Stage i, the optimum path is the one in 
which the system was in State K in Stage i-1. Since the stages must, by defi-
nition of the problem, be sequential, it is sufficient to describe the previous 
state of the system with only the one variable K. It is permissible for the 
various stages to have different numbers of states. In general, if there are M 
states in Stage N, then the amount of memory required for theM optimum paths 
to this point is NxM. This observation illustrates that the dimensions of the 
problem increase linearly with respect to the number of stages as well as the 
number of states within each stage" 
With these observations on dynamic programming in mind, its applicability 
to the unit commitment problem will be discussed. It will be demonstrated that 
the thermal unit commitment problem can be made to conform to all the require-
ments of a dynamic programming system. 
The time sequence of events is of fundamental importance in the unit 
commitment problem. While generating units could be scheduled on or off on 
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any minute, or even second, it is practical to schedule them on a quarter hour, 
half hour, or hourly basis. Interconnected utilities most frequently set schedules 
on an hourly basis. It is also most common to record system load as the integrated 
value of power over a one hour period. Therefore, in this work, a time incre-
ment of one hour wi II be used., During this time increment, the system state 
(defined as the system load and reserve requirement, unit commitment, economic 
dispatch of each unit, and interchange schedules) will remain constant. The 
system is allowed to change states only at a change in time .. Because of this, 
and since time is sequential and it is not possible to skip any time increment, 
the one hour time increments of the unit commitment problem can be identified 
as stages of a dynamic programming problem. 
Since the unit commitment system can't change states within a time incre-
ment, the system states may be made to correspond to the states in a dynamic 
programming problem. Now it only remains to show that a cost function can be 
defined for the unit commitment problem which will correspond to a cost function 
which can be optimized by dynamic programming. 
Once the unit commitment problem is in a given state, a unique cost for 
that state can be computed., Given the system load, interchange sales, and 
unit commitment, an economic dispatch may be computed which determines the 
outputs of the thermal units and the amount of interchange power which should 
be purchased. The generator outputs and purchased power may be used to com-
pute the cost for existing in that state .. The economic dispatch may be deter-
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mined in as complex or as simple manner as desired. It could include trans-
mission losses and incremental costs of operating units which are not related to 
fuel o The important point for dynamic programming is that a unique cost for 
each state can be determined. 
Costs connecting system states from one time increment to another are 
costs related to starting generators .. As with the economic dispatch, the cost of 
start-ups may be complex or simple., Each unit may have a single start-up cost 
or a cost function which would relate start-up cost to the time elapsed since the 
unit was shut down. Since the dynamic programming solution must proceed in 
strict sequential hourly order, there would be no problem in determining the 
down time of each unit that is off in each state. Therefore, the total cost of 
transition from one hour to the next for each pair of states is the sum of the 
start-up costs incurred for the transition between the unit commitments that 
these two states represent. If the unit commitment from one hour to the next 
should remain the same, the cost of transition would be zero, even if other 
system parameters change o 
The cost structure of the unit commitment problem has now shown to 
comparable to the cost structure given in the dynamic programming example. 
Therefore, it may be concluded that dynamic programming will solve the unit 
commitment problem and, because of dynamic programming's genera I nature, the 
solution will be globally optimum. 
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Vo APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING TO 
A SIMPLE TWO GENERATOR UNIT COMMITMENT PROBLEM 
An example of applying dynamic programming to the unit commitment 
problem wi II now be given.. Although simp I ifi cations wi II be used to lessen the 
computational effort, the general logic of dynamic programming will be retained. 
Unit Parameters Generator Generator 2 
Start-up Cost ($) 1 4 
Fuel Cost (mi lis/kwh) 2 1 
Maximum Generation (mw) 8 7 
Minimum Generation (mw) 1 2 
Table Ill. Generator Parameters of the Unit Commitment Sample Problem 
A two generator problem will be considered. Table Ill contains a summary 
of the generator characteristics. The start-up costs are fixed rather than time 
varying, and the fuel costs are constant, rather than a function of load. This 
latter feature makes an economic dispatch unnecessary. If both units are on, 
Unit 2 should be loaded as heavily as possible, just so that Unit 1 can operate at 
least at its minimumo Each generator has a maximum and minimum load that it 
can carry. No purchases or sales with an interconnected utility wi II be con-
sidered. The optimization is to take place over a seven hour period. The system 
load in each hour is shown in Figure 4. Reserve requirements must be ignored 
since, with only two generators, the reserve requirements would dictate that 
both be on at all times and it would thus be impossible to demonstrate a unit 
commitment. 
With all dynamic programming processes, a beginning and end must be 
assumed 0 For an actual uti I ity study of a day's ,..,.,...,.,..,. .. , .... on, the beginning would 
be the known state the system at the hour that the study was conducted, and 
the would n hour r enough in the future as to assume that the end 
point would not affect the hours under study. For this reason, it is common 
practice to run daily studies for 36 hours or longer. In this sample problem, 
the end will be assumed at the end of the seventh hour. For the inning, it 
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Figure 4" System Load of Unit Commitment Sample Problem 
but that the costs at that point are eq ua I for a II states, and are zero. 
7 
The stages of the dynamic programming system will correspond to the seven 
hours of the study. There w iII three possible states in each stage: 
(1) Unit on; Unit2off .. 
(2) Unit off; Unit 2 on., 
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(3) Unit 1 on; Unit 2 on. 
An exception to this is Hour 5 when neither unit alone can meet the system load. 
In this case, only State 3 is possible. The other exceptions are Hours 3 and 6 
when Unit 2 alone cannot meet the load but Unit 1 can. In these hours, only 
States 1 and 3 are va I id., 
Figure 5 is a state diagram of this system as set up for a dynamic program-
ming solution. The economic dispatch has been computed for each state for 
each value of load. The resulting cost appears in the circle representing each 
state. The start-up costs have been assigned to each path between adjacent 
states o When units are shut down, or if the path is between the same state in 
adjacent stages, there is no start-up cost. 
In order to carry out the computations to solve the problem, the flow chart 
of Figure 6 is used. Two programs have been written to implement this flow 
chart. UCOM3 carries out Steps 1-14 and SBACK performs the searching back 
procedure of Steps 15-20. If these steps are followed and the results are tab-
ulated, Table IV is obtained. Each row of the table corresponds to a stage of 
the problem. The hour and system load are identified in the two left-hand 
columns. The three remaining main columns correspond to the three possible 
states in each stage .. Each main column has three subcolumns corresponding to 
the paths that can lead into the state represented by that main column. 
The entries in the table are the toto I accumulated costs to each state, 
including the economic dispatch costs for the given state in the given stage, the 
path (start-up) cost to that state from the state indicated by the subcolumn, and 
the minimum total accumulated cost of the "from 11 state .. This minimum total 
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Figure 5. c Diagram of Unit Sample 
Step 
I ize the Hour (or Stage) Counter: I = 0 
and Optimum Accumulated Costs: 
OAC(J) = 0 for all J 









Increment the Main Column Counter J: J = J+ 1 
Compute Economic Dispatch for This Hour 
for This State: ED(f,J) 
Initialize the Subcolumn Counter K = 0 
Compute Start-Up Cost for the Transition 
State K to State J: SUC(K,J) 
Compute Accumulated Costs for This State 
Given Last State= K: AC(J,k'' = 
OAC(K) + SUC(K,J) + ED(J, 
Are There Any More Subcolumnsf YES 
Main Column? 
NO YES 
Are There Any More Main Columns ?I 1 
I NO 
Optimum Accumulated Costs 
J: OAC(J) = MIN(AC(J, 
Save Above Value of K that Gives Minimum 
in Unit Commitment Table: UCT(I,J) = K 
I 
Find Global Optimum Cost: 
GOC = MIN(OAC(J) for All J) 
Save Above Value of J that 
Gives GOC: L = J 
Retrace Optimum Path: PATH(I) = L 
Look Up Previous State in 
Commitment Table: L = UCT(f,L) 
I 
Is This the First Hour? (I = 1 ?) 
, 1Prepare to Loop Back 
Each Hour: I = 1-1 
Optimum Path is Now in PATH(I) for 
All Hours I and GOC is the Globally 
Optimum Cost for This Path 
YES 












State 1 State 2 State 3 
Hour Load Unit 1 Unit 2 Units 1 &2 
(mw) 2 1&2 2 1&2 2 1&2 
1 5 .l.Q. 11 10 9 ..5. 5 10 7 _Q. 
2 7 24 20 2.Q 21 J2. 13 22 14 li 
3 8 36 29 30 X X X 33 n 23 
4 6 41 X ~ 39 X 1.a 40 X ..2.2 
5 10 X X X X X X 51 42 .12. 
6 8 X X 58 X X X X X 
.:21 
7 5 68 X 
.Ql 67 X 56 68 X 57 
Table IV. Accumulated Costs of the Sample Problem 
accumulated cost is selected from each subcolumn set at each stage. These are 
the underlined entries of the table. If there is a tie for the minimum, then it 
doesn't matter, economically, which entry is chosen. In practice, it is best to 
select the path which would not require a change of state, assuming that it is one 
of the choices. The above computational procedure can be expressed: 
F· . 





I, I = 
MIN 
k 
(F. -1 k + sk . + c. . ) 
I I I I I tl 
Minimum total accumulated cost of State j 
in Stage i. This value is the under! ined cost 
of each stage in each main column. 
Minimum total accumulated cost of State k 
in Stage i-1 . 
Start-up cost incurred in moving from State k 
to State j. 
Economic dispatch cost of State i in Stage i 
(1 0) 
In this example, i ranges from 1 to 7; j = 1,2,3; and k 1,2,3. The value of 
k which results in the minimum in Equation (10) ndicates that State k is on the 
optimum path at Stage i-1 if State j is on the optimum path in Stage i. The 
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other two values of k are on paths that can be ruled out as suboptimal and thus 
may be forgotten . The other two entries in each rna in co I umn, ides the 
underlined one, correspond to these suboptimal paths. The entries of "X" occur 
in the table where a path cannot exist. This happens where the system load has 
made certain states impossible, as discussed above as being exceptions to the 
system states. 
When the computations for Table IV are finished, the optimum cost may be 
obtained directly, and the optimum path can eas ly be traced. The underlined 
costs of the last stage are compared to find the minimum. This is the 56 of 
State 2. This is the globally optimum cost for the system and indicates that 
State 2 at Hour 7 is on the optimum unit commitment. Because the underlined 
value of State 2 at Hour 7 appeared in subcolumn 3, State 3 at Hour 6 must also 
be on the optimum path. This logic may be used to retrace the optimum path. 
A simpler way to trace the optimum path is obtained by the use of a unit 
commitment table. It contains the various stages as the rows of the table, and 
the columns are the states, just as in the main columns of Table IV. Instead of 
costs, the entries are the value of k as given in Equation (10). Therefore, it rs 
a simple matter to retrace the optimum path once the final state at the final 
stage has been determined. The entries in the unit commitment table at Stage 
are states on the optimum path in the preceding stage. The user then looks at 
that state in Stage i-1 to find which state is on the optimum path in Stage i-2, 
and continues unti I all states on the optimum path are identified. Table V is the 
Unit Commitment Table for the sample problem. The last 7 steps of the flow 
chart of Figure 6 represent this retracing logic. 
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Load State 1 State 2 State 3 
Hour (mw) Unit 1 Unit 2 Units 1&2 
1 5 1 2 3 
2 7 3 2 3 
3 8 2 X 2 
4 6 3 3 3 
5 10 X X 3 
6 8 3 X 3 
7 5 3 3 3 
Table V .. Unit Commitment Table for the Sample Problem 
Table VI gives the results of the optimum path retracing, and thus the unit 
commitment for the system. One conclusion that may be drawn is that it would 
be just as economical to leave Unit 1 on at Hour 4 when it was not needed as it 
would be to restart it at Hour 5. The phrase "just as economicaP' is used 
because of the tie of 42 at State 3 in Stage 5 in Table IV .. If the start-up cost of 
Unit 1 was less than 1, it would be more economical to shut it off at Hour 4., 
It can easily be shown that this is the conclusion that would be reached by the 
























Table VI. Optimum Path Table for the Unit Commitment Sample Problem 
VI. APPLICATION OF DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING 
TO AN ACTUAL POWER SYSTEM 
A. Introduction 
The computational methods previously described have been applied to a 
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small utility. A description of the power system will be given, and considera-
tions in applying the dynamic programming solution to this system will be dis-
cussed. 
Associated Electric Cooperative is a Rural Electrification Administration 
supported utility that builds generation and plans high voltage transmission for 
the forty-one REA distribution cooperatives in the State of Missouri., It operates 
two generating plants. One, at New Madrid, Missouri, has one coal-fired unit 
rated at 600 megawatts. The other, at Thomas Hill, Missouri, has two coal-
fired units; one with a rating of 270 megawatts, and the other with a rating of 
180 megawatts. Associated Electric also has various generation at its disposal 
that is owned and operated by its members. 
Because Associated Electric was short of generating capacity in Contract 
Year 1971 (June 1, 1971 to May 31, 1972), it contracted to purchase power 
from a neighboring utility. This power, in the capacity of 125 megawatts, 
would be available at any time when requested by Associated Electric. This 1s 
called "Firm Power. 11 
Also available in case of emergency are two blocks of Standby Power. 
The first has a capacity of 75 megawatts and the second a capacity of 135 mega-
watts o 
To illustrate the inclusion of purchased power in the unit commitment 
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solution, Contract Year 1971 will be used in the computations. This was before 
the New Madrid unit was completed in 1972; and thus purchased power was not 
required in 1972. A summary of all power resources for Contract Year 1971 is 
shown in Table VII .. 
The complete listing of all input data, computer printouts and program 
operational procedures can be examined in Technical Paper PRC-7202-MG in 
the University of Missouri at Rolla Library in Rolla, Missouri. In this paper, 
only summaries and samples will be given because of space limitations 
It is necessary to select a discrete increment of load which will used 
throughout the study as the smallest load increment. This is given as input 
data and is equal to 5 megawatts in this study. Therefore, all loads and 
generator parameters have been rounded to the nearest 5 megawatts. The 
system load was determined for every hour of every day in the contract year. 
A monthly summary appears in Table VIII. Reserve requirements are such that 
the loss of the largest generator must be covered within twenty minutes. If 
off, none of the coal-fired units can be used to meet this requirement. All 
other resources can be started in time if off or can have their outputs raised to 
the maximum if on. Some generators can operate at increased output for a few 
hours if required in an emergency. This increased capacity is noted in the 
"Reserve Load 11 column of Table VII. 
Maintenance periods for all generators were prepared and used for com-
puter input. The maintenance schedule is shown in Table IX. 
Average Average Start-Up Minimum Maximum Reserve 
Heat Rate Energy Cost Cost Load Load Load 
Resource (BTU/kwh) (mi lis/kwh) $ (mw) (mw) (mw) 
Thomas 
Hill 2 8800 2. 1500 270 
Thomas 
Hill 1 9700 20724 1000 60 170 180 
Chamois 2 10700 3.959 671 20 50 
Chamois 12150 4.496 300 5 20 
Missouri 
City 1 12420 4. 115 20 
Missouri 
City 2 12420 4.471 115 10 20 20 
Firm 
Purchase ----- 2.700 0 0 125 125 
Contract 
Hydro ----- 2.000 0 0 180 180 
Misc. ----- 5oOQO 100 5 35 35 
Standby 1 ----- 6.000 0 0 75 75 
Standby 2 12o500 0 0 135 135 
Table VII. Summary of Associated Electric neration Resources 
for Contract Year 1971 
T ota I Monthly Peak Hour 




September 323,365 10 
October 364,890 
November 409,320 810 
December 454,040 840 
January 458, l 415 




Total 4,890,986 310 
Table VIII.. Monthly Load Summary 
Fall S~rin9 
Date Out Date In Date Out Date In 
Generator of Service Service of Service Service 
Thomas Hill 2 September 23 October 8 May 17 June 1 
Thomas H i II 1 September 7 September 22 April 2 April 17 
Chamois 2 October 20 November 4 March 17 April 1 
Chamois 1 November 5 November 20 March 1 March 16 
Missouri City 1 November 21 December 5 Apri I 18 May 2 
Missouri City 2 December 5 December 20 May 2 May 16 
Table IX o Generator Maintenance Schedule for Contract Year 1971 
tl'l 
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B. Operating Philosophy 
In tailoring the dynamic programming solution to any system, the operating 
philosophy of that system needs to be examined. Certain simplifications may 
result, and the way the results will be used may influence the structuring of the 
program. In Associated Electric's case, a primary objective is to optimize the 
usage of the contract hydro. Obtaining yearly coal requirements and costs at 
each plant, and determining the amount of purchase power needed are other 
objectives. It should be emphasized that dynamic programming could be applied 
to the thermal unit commitment problem with no special considerations, but in 
most practical systems there are some additional problems that must be handled. 
The generating units at South River and Green Forest are old and in-
efficient. They have been reduced to operating for only two shifts per day and 
thus are not expected to run at night. It has been decided by management that 
these units should run only as a last resort. In the study, they are labeled as 
11 Miscellaneous • 11 Because of the management decision, there is no economic 
choice in the operation of these units. Therefore, these units do not add any 
states to the dynamic programming system. 
The inclusion of hydro power is discussed in Section VII. It will be shown 
that the method used for hydro does not require that states be added to the 
dynamic programming system .. 
As discussed previously, purchased power, with its zero minimum generation 
and short start-up time, can be considered to be always on. Therefore, no unit 
commitment decision is necessary with it and it does not add states to the dynamic 
programming system. 
Since a utility must have all its own generation on before calling upon its 
neighbors for standby power, standby power does not enter into economic 
decisions. It does not add states to the dynamic programming sol 
All considerations have now been discussed which do not enter directly 
into the calculations of the dynamic programming system., All of the above must 
be recognized as the solution proceeds so that the economic dispatch calculations 
can be made and correct total cost results will be achieved, but they add no 
complexities to the dynamic programming system. 
C. States and Stages of the Dynamic Programming System 
Like the two generator sample problem, the stages wi II be the consecutive 
hours over which the study will be run. The case to be studied here is to give 
long-term results. It is desired to estimate the hydro usage, by months, for 
Contract Year 1971. Therefore, there must be 8784 stages for the 366 in 
Contract Year 1971 • 
The states of each stage are the possible unit commitments. There are 
26 = 64 such combinations of the six thermal generators shown in Table VII which 
are to be considered in the unit commitment. Because the two units at Missouri 
City are identical, it is economically unimportant which unit is on if only one is 
on. This results in a simplification since there are only three distinct states for 
these two units instead of four. The three states are: 
(1) Both off. 
(2) Both on. 
(3) Either one on, the other off. 
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Therefore, the total number of states in each stage is reduced to 48. Here the 
state of a II thermal units off is considered valid whereas before it was not. 
There is the possibility, with the non-thermal sources available, that it would 
not be necessary to run any thermo I units. 
Do Computer Considerations 
A series of programs were written to run on an IBM 1130 computer with 
16K words of core memory and a disk with 512K words of storage. By modern 
standards, this is a small and very slow computer a The most serious restriction 
encountered was the disk storage I imitations. On a yearly run of 
a possible 48 states in each hour, it would require: 
8784 x 48 = 421, 632 words 
to store the basic unit commitment tableo 
hours and 
(11) 
Because of normal program overhead, there is only about 384,000 words of 
disk that is usable for tables. This problem was surmounted by packing two 
entries in the unit commitment table into every disk word of storage. Since "48" 
is the largest entry encountered, this may be done multiplying the first 
by 100 and adding it to the second entry. The result is a four-digit number that 
can be stored as one computer word. This reduces the unit commitment table 
requirement to 210,816 words and allows ample storage for all other tables that 
are needed o 
Computer time was an unimportant factor since this program is normally 
run about once a month on an in-house computer. Execution time on the 1 BM 
1130 for the six thermal unit problem described here is two hours for the thermal 
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part of the solution and one and one-half hours for the hydro solution. If this 
were done at commercia I rates on this computer, the cost would be about $80. 
The basic programming steps needed to implement the unit commitment 
solution, along with the programs which have been written to implement these 
steps, are given in Figure 7. Because the system is small, time can be saved if 
calculations that are used repeatedly can be made in advance and the results 
stored for reference. All possible economic dispatch calculations are done in 
advance, as are all state transition, or start-up calculations. 
A very useful observation may be made concerning optimum paths and start-
up costs. Since thermal generating units have monotonically increasing incre-
mental costs, it can be shown that the optimum path will never contain a situation 
in which units are added as the system load decreases, or in which units are shut 
off as the load increases. Proof of this is given in Appendix A. As a corollary, 
it may also be said that if the load does not change, the system state cannot 
change. This leads to one of the topics suggested for further study later in this 
work. For now, it may be said that as the load decreases, only those paths need 
to be considered which either leave the state the same, or shut down generation, 
resulting in no start-up costs. If the load increases, only those paths need to be 
considered which either I eave the state the same, or add generation. The pro-
grams were written to take advantage of these theorems. Total computation time 
for building the unit commitment table is cut approximately in half. 
A catalog of a II programs in the thermal unit commitment solution 1s 
given in Table X, along with a short description 
of these programs are shown 1n Appendix C. 
each program. Flow charts 
Read Input 
Generator Input-Output Characteristics 
Miscellaneous Generation Parameters 
Standby Power Parameters 
Hydro Power Parameters 
System Load 
Generator Maintenance Schedule 




Economic Dispatch for Each Combination for All 
Possible Load Values in 5 mwh Increments 
Set Up All State Transition (Start-Up) Costs 
Modify System Load for Energy Sales 
I 
Dynamic Programming Solution 
Use First 14 Steps of Figure 6 
Observe All Restrictions and 
Schedules 
I 
Search Back to Find Globally Optimum Path 
Use Steps 15-20 of Figure 6 
I 
Enter Hydro Solution (Figure 8}1 
I 
Print Results Using Unit Commitment 













Figure 7., Basic Programming Steps in the Unit Commitment Solution 




















Modifies hourly load schedule to include sales. 
Mainline program to build thermal generator files. 
Subroutine of BMAC to create a file for a generator with 
varying heat rate. 
Subroutine of BMAC to create a file for a with 
constant heat rate"' 
Mainline to build Combinations Table and to 
economic dispatch of all combinations of thermal 
generators. 
Subroutine of UCOMl to build Combinations 
Subroutine of UCOM 1 to compute economic dispatch 
all combinations of thermal generators. 
Subroutine of SORT1 to compute economic dispatch 
one combination of thermal generators. 
Subroutine of ECDSP to find the most economical operating 
point of two generators for a given value of total load 
(by exhaustive search). 
Main I ine to set maintenance and purchase schedules and 
to create subcolumns of Unit Commitment Table. 
Subroutine of UCOM2 to set maintenance schedules of 
thermal units and to specify the periods of purchases., 
Subroutine of UCOM2 to build subcolumns and start-up 
costs for the Unit Commitment Table. 
Subroutine of UCOM2 and UCOM3 to flag the main 
columns of the Unit Commitment Table when units 
are taken out for maintenance .. 
Subroutine of UCOM2 and UCOM3 to set subcolumn 
flags of the Unit Commitment Table on Hour 2 of 
the first day of a maintenance schedule change 
Computes economic dispatch of all combinations of 
thermal units with purchased power included o 
Mainline to apply dynamic programming to the power 
system using the economic dispatch of I NCTF and 
the start-up costs of SBCLM. It builds the Unit 
Commitment Table. 
Searches back through the Unit Commitment Table to 
find the optimum path. 
Prints the optimum path table 
Table X.. Catalog of Thermal Unit Commitment Programs 
VII. INCLUSION OF HYDROELECTRIC RESOURCES 
IN THE UNIT COMMITMENT SOLUTION 
A o Contract Hydro 
An algorithm will be presented to include hydro energy that has been 
purchased on a contract basis in the unit commitment solution. It is assumed 
that the conditions of such a contract would attempt to simulate the climatic 
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conditions that affect a conventional storage hydroelectric resource. Therefore, 
the methods presented here will recognize monthly, four months, and annual 
energy restrictions .. Such restrictions should allow the conventional storage 
ponds involved to remain within specified lake levels, assuming normal water 
inflows. There wi II also be specified a maximum capacity of the hydro resource, 
The following procedure may be used to achieve economical usage of the 
contract hydroo It is not claimed that this method will give the globally optimum 
result, but it is a reasonable approach to the contract hydro problem that works 
well with the thermal unit commitment solution being described in this work. 
1. First, dynamic programming is applied to the thermal unit commitment 
problem. Hydro is used only where necessary to meet system load requirements. 
It is, however, used before the miscellaneous generation if both are not needed. 
From this, an optimum path is obtained which is the unit commitment that is used 
as input to the hydro algorithm .. 
2. The results of the unit commitment program are examined to be certain 
that none of the hydro contract provisions have been violated. If they have not, 
there will be some excess hydro energy which may be used to conserve thermo I 
generation .. If they have been violated, economics are of secondary importance 
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and management must take steps to alleviate the problem" Since one possible 
solution would be the purchase of additional power, it will be assumed in the 
remainder of this work that the hydro limits have not been exceeded. 
3.. Each day is examined to find thermal generators which may be re-
placed by hydro, observing system load and reserve requirements. There are 
four ways in which hydro may be used to replace thermal generation 
(A) Completely replace a unit which would otherw committed 
for some period during the day. This will save a start-up cost. It is 
possible, but unlikely, that the unit commitment algorithm could commit 
and shut down the same unit more than once a day Because this hydro 
procedure examines individual days, any unit which is running at mid-
night would not be considered for this type of replacement, even if it 
were shut down on the following day. This is a weakness of the algorithm, 
but from a practical programming standpoint, some time I imitation on the 
length of the economic comparison period must be made. This is discussed 
further under Topic C of Section VIII 
(B) Delay a unit in starting. This delay could any number 
of hours, but for the reasons discussed above, the program considers a 
delay of only one hour. Such a delay does not prevent the start-up, 
so no start-up cost is saved. 
(C) A shut-down at 
hastened. Again, this is 
not saved. 
(D) Any unit could have 
of a generating period could 
one hour. A start-up is 
output reduced at any hour by raising 
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hydro generation. 
At this point in the discussion of the hydro algorithm, method (D) of using 
hydro will not be considered. It is probable that the other three will render the 
most savings, and including it would greatly increase the number of cost 
decisions to be made each day. Step 8 (below) of this procedure uses method (D) 
to allocate any hydro remaining after methods (A), (B) and (C) have been used 
to the fullest extent possible. 
4. Working a day at a time, savings to be made on each thermal 
generator replacement are computed., The savings are computed as the total 
cost for operating the unit divided by the energy produced by the unit during the 
time that it is to be replaced to give a $/mwh value., If this is a complete re-
placement as in (A) of Step 3 above, the start-up cost for the generator wi II be 
added to the total operating cost. Otherwise, no start-up cost is added. 
5. For each day, the various replacements are compared to find the 
highest cost thermal unit for this day. 
6" The alternatives from all days are compared to find the optimum day 
for replacing the thermal generation selected for that day in Step 5. The hydro 
limits are checked to see that if this replacement is made, all hydro restraints 
will be met. If not, this replacement will be disallowed and the next optimum 
replacement wi II be sought. If all I imits are met, the replacement is made, the 
unit commitment is altered, and the hydro required is allotted to the proper hours. 
7 To make further generation replacements, the day selected for the 
previous replacement must be recasted so that it can compete for further hydro 
allocations. This is done by repeating Steps 4 and 5 for the selected day. 
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Step 6 is again executed to make another replacement. Steps 4, 5, and 6 are 
repeated until the total annual hydro energy is used or until no more replace-
ments can be made. 
8. If no more rep Ia cements can be made but there is hydro energy left, 
the thermal generation with the highest incremental cost will have its output 
backed down" This process begins at the end of the study period and proceeds 
backwards day by day so that hydro may be conserved in the early part of the 
study in case an emergency later on causes larger amounts of hydro to be re-
quired than originally planned. The incremental cost is always highest at the 
highest value of load, so the most expensive generation is backed down from 
the highest load values first. The amount that a unit is backed down is equal 
to the basic load increment used in the study. 
On the first pass at applying this step, the most expensive unit would have 
its output adjusted so that at no time would it generate more than its maximum 
load minus one load increment., Therefore, the highest system incremental cost 
value would have been eliminated. The next highest incremental cost will be 
sought (not necessarily on the same unit) and the generator responsible for it will 
be backed down.. Hydro I imitations are observed throughout this process and no 
replacement is made if a hydro I imit would be violated. This step wi II insure 
that a II hydro energy wi II be a II ocated. 
An example will be presented to illustrate the manner in which the hydro 
may be allocated to replace thermal generation Table XI shows two five-hour 
11 days 11 in which there are three thermo I generators in operation. This is assumed 













Before Hz:dro Allocation After the First Hz:dro Allocation After the Second Hz:dro Allocation 
Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 
(Start-Up (Start-Up (Start-Up 
Cost of Cost of Cost of 
$400) $350) $450) Hydro 
(Cap. of (Cap Q of (Cap" of (Cap. 
100 mw) 150 mw) 50 mw) of 
(Cost of (Cost of (Cost of 100 
$3/mwh) $4/mwh) $2/mwh) mw) Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Hydro Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 
Generation Generation Generation Gen. Gen. Gen. Gen. Gen. Gen. Gen. Gen. 
(mw) (mw) (mw) (mw) (mw) (mw) (mw) (mw) (mw) (mw) (mw) 
100 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 100 0 0 
85 25 50 0 100 60 0 0 100 60 0 
100 25 50 0 100 75 0 0 100 75 0 
100 150 50 50 100 150 0 50 100 150 0 
100 150 0 0 100 150 0 0 100 150 0 
0 50 50 0 0 50 50 0 0 50 50 
75 25 50 0 75 25 50 0 0 100 50 
100 25 50 0 100 25 50 0 0 125 50 
100 150 50 0 100 150 50 100 0 150 50 
0 0 50 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 50 
Table XI. Example Data of the Hydro Allocation Process 
0.. 
N 
The capacities of these generators are shown, along with their respective start-up 
costs and energy costs. The energy costs are given as a fixed $/mwh value to 
simplify calculations. It is assumed that no hydro is used prior to the allocation 
process and that the cost of hydro is $0. Also for simplification, no reserves will 
be necessary, so that the only restriction will be that the load must be met. 
Using (A), (B), and (C) of Step 3 above, savings by replacing the thermal 
generators will be computed for the first day. One such savings would be to 
delay the start-up of unit 2 by using 10 megawatts of hydro and raising the output 
of unit 1 to 100 megawatts. When units are replaced, the programming philosophy 
is to raise the outputs of other units to their economic high limits to conserve 
hydro so that it may be used for further replacements. This is cons is tent with the 
philosophy of not using hydro to back units down at this point. It is possible 
that the hydro saved here by raising unit 1 would be used to lower unit 1 when 
Step 8 is reached, but the object at this point is to use only as much hydro as 
necessary to make replacements. 
To compute the savings involved in delaying the start-up of unit 2 on the 
first day, the total cost of generating 25 megawatt-hours is computed, then 
divided by the energy produced, giving $4/mwh .. It is also possible to delay the 
start-up or hasten the shut-down of unit 3. The savings in either case would be 
$2/mwh ((50*2)/50). However, if unit 3 can be shut down for all three hours that 
it runs, then a start-up cost can 
down would be (50*2+50*2+50*2+450)/1 
the savings for shutting it 
$5/mwh. This concludes the re-
placements that could be made on the first day.. Since the hydro capacity is 
100 megawatts, the load can be met if any of the replacements are made. Now 
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a determination is to be made as to the best replacement for this day 0 The answer 
is to shut down unit 3 for the whole day and save $5/mwh. However, no replace-
ments can be made unti I all days have been examined so that the optimum savings 
can be made for all days. Therefore, the procedure followed in this paragraph 
must now be applied to the second day. 
On the second day, it appears that unit 2 could have its shut-down 
hastened by turning it off at hour 4 instead of hour 5. However, it would require 
150 megawatts of hydro to meet the load if this were done, so this replacement 
must be ignored., Another possi bi I ity would be to delay the start-up or hasten 
the shut-down of unit 1. In either case, the savings would be $3/mwh., The 
final alternative is to shut unit 1 down for all three hours that it operates, saving 
(75 *3+ 1 00*3+ 1 00*3+400)/275 = $4.45/mwh. Therefore, this is the most attrac-
tive alternative for the second day., 
The alternatives from all days are compared to find the optimum replace-
ment. The first day is selected with a savings of $5/mwh for shutting down unit 
3. To accomplish this, no hydro would be required for hours 2 and 3, and 50 
megawatt-hours is required for hour 4. In a practical solution, this 50 megawatt-
hours would be checked against the monthly and yearly I im its to be certain that 
no limits are violated. In this example, no hydro energy limits are assumed. If 
all I imits are met, the program wi II now make this generation replacement and 
allot the specified hydro to the proper hours. The results of this first hydro 
allocation are shown in the middle section of Table XI. 
In order to make the next hydro allocation, the first day must be recosted" 
The only costing that can be done is in delaying the start-up of unit 2 until 
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hour 3o This will save $4/mwh., Now the two days may be compared again to 
find the best of the two alternatives. The $4.45/mwh of the second day is 
selected and the necessary hydro is computed. All that is needed is 100 
megawatt-hours of hydro on hour 4. After limits are checked, the generation 
replacement and hydro allocation are made. The results are shown in the last 
third of Table XI. 
There are no more replacements that can be made on the second day. If 
the program were to continue, the start-up on unit 2 on the first day would be 
delayed, first to hour 3, then to hour 4. This would end all replacements. After 
this point has been reached, the unit commitment will not change. 
If there is hydro left, the thermal generation with the highest incremental 
cost wi II have its output backed down. This would mean that the program would 
start backing down unit 2 .. Unit 2 wi II be backed down first from hours during 
which it is generating 150 megawatts. This procedure will continue until all 
hydro energy is used. 
The above hydro procedure illustrates that hydro usage is not an economic 
consideration when the dynamic programming solution is taking place. Thus 
hydro, I ike the miscellaneous generation, and purchased power, does not add 
states to the dynamic programming system. A brief flow chart for this hydro pro-
cedure is given in Figure 8, along with the programs that have been written to 
implement each function. A catalog with a short description of all programs 
used in the contract hydro procedure is given in Table XII. Flow charts of these 














llnitialize: DAY= 0; COST(Day) = 0 for All Dayl 
I 
:::;DAY= DAY+ ll 
I 
Compute Costs in $/mwh for Each Thermal Unit Started 
and Stopped on this DAY, Adding in Start-Up Costs 
I 
Compute Costs in $/mwh for Each Unit Either Startedl 
or Stopped, for the Hour of Starting or Stopping 
I 
Observing All System Load and Reserve Requirements, 
Compare All Costs Computed in the Above 
Two Steps and Select Maximum as COST(DAY) 
Call the Generator Involved GEN(DAY) 
NO I 
:Is This the Last DAY ?I 
I YES 
--
Compute MAX(COST(DAY) for All Day) 
Assume This is COST(M) 
I 
Will Any Hydro Limits Be Violated NO 
if GEN(M) is Replaced on Day M? 
I YES 
Flag GEN(M) so that It Can't Be 
Replaced on Day M on Future Tries 
IReplace GEN(M) on Day M~~ 
I 
~ Compute a New COST(M) and GEN(M) 
Using Methods Given in Steps 3, 4, 5 Above 
NO I 
~Have All Possible Replacements Been Made?l 
I YES 
Use Remaining Hydro to Back Down 
the Most Expensive Units 



































Checks optimum path and initializes the 
master scheduling table. Standby and 
miscellaneous generation are added to 
the table if needed. Hydro is added to 
the table where it must be used. 
Reads master table to initial parameters 
for the contract hydro optimizing programs. 
Mainline program for contract hydro 
optimization. 
Subroutine of UCOM5 and UCOM6, 
similar to I NCTF 1 to compute economic 
dispatch for hydro optimizing programs. 
Subroutine of UCOM5 to find all possible 
situations in one day in which hydro may 
replace a thermal unit (shut off the unit or 
delay start-up or hasten shut-down). 
Subroutine of UCOM5 to cost all situations 
found by COM5A to find the one with 
greatest savings in $/mwh. 
Subroutine of UCOM5 to find day on which 
savings occurs, check all hydro 
limits, make replacement by modifying 
master scheduling table. 
Reads completed master scheduling table 
to print the results. 
Table XII. Catalog Contract Hydro Solution Programs 
B. Contract Hydro Purchased by Associated Electric Cooperative 
Associated Electric Cooperative purchases hydro generation that is owned 
and operated by the Southwestern Power Administration (S. P .A.), an agency of 
the United States Government o The hydro is purchased on a contract which 
stipulates that Associated Electric is entitled to receive 216,000 megawatt-hours 
of energy in each contract year, and the capacity of the hydro is not to exceed 
180 megawatts at any time .. Because a minimum lake level must be maintained at 
all times, there is also a limitation that no more than 36,000 megawatt-hours may 
be used in any month, nor more than 108,000 megawatt-hours may be used in any 
four consecutive months. In the remainder of this work, the hydro energy of this 
contract will, for simplicity, be referred to in terms of "hours of peaking power", 
or just "hours", where one "hour" is equivalent to 180 megawatt-hours of energy, 
since 180 megawatts is the peak power that can be used. Thus, operation at 90 
megawatts for four hours uses two hours of peaking power. The above energy 
restrictions may be referred to as 1200 hours per year, 200 hours per month, and 
600 hours in any four consecutive months. These energy restrictions are an 
approximation to the actual hydro situation of river inflows and lake levels. It 
has been determined by S.P.A. that under normal climatic conditions, these 
restrictions will allow the lake levels to remain within the permissible limits. 
The lakes involved in this contract are Bull Shoals and Table Rock. 
C. Inclusion of Conventional Storage Hydro 
The contract hydro power considered in solving the system of Associated 
Electric Cooperative differs from conventional storage hydro in several important 
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respects, even though it is an approximation of the operation of a conventional 
storage project. As dis cussed in the review of the I i terature, many researchers 
have studied hydro-thermal coordination. Several of these suggest a method 
whereby a hydro schedu I e is set, then a thermo I schedu I e is computed to match 
the hydro schedule. The hydro schedule may then be changed, the thermo I 
schedule recomputed, then the results compared to the first cycle. This iterative 
method could be used with the dynamic programming thermal unit commitment 
described in this work o The advantages are that any type of hydro may be 
considered such as lakes in series, pumped storage, or combinations of conven-
tional and pumped storage" Head variation may be taken into account. The 
only restriction to such an iterative process would be the amount of computer 
time available. The disadvantages are that reaching a solution may take a lot 
of time and that a sub-optimal solution may be reached. 
If there is only one convent on a I hydro plant to consider, the 
following method can be used in conjunction with the unit commi technique 
presented in this worko It is similar to the method presented for the contract 
hydro, but conventional storage I imitations are observed instead. 
Table XIII gives a typical set of semi-monthly water inflow values If it 
is assumed that the lake will be full on the first of June, Figure 9 may be plotted 
using the inflow of Table XIII .. The ordinate is scaled in terms of energy stored. 
The lake limits are noted, along with the power generation operating limits. If 
no water were used and if the lake could hold it, the lake wou I d store 810 
million kilowatt-hours of energy at the end of the year" The object of the 














































































Table XIII., Typical Set of Semi-Monthly Energy Inflow Values 
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as in the contract procedure described previously, with the only restrictions 
being that the lake level remain within the power pool limits and that the lake 
must be at the top of the power pool at the end of the year. It is reasonable 
to start and end with a full lake on June 1 since spring rains should have just 
come and energy is needed for the summer season. 
The method for the conventional hydro solution is the same as the contract 
hydro except that checking the hydro limits is more complex for conventional 
storage hydro. The limits may be checked in the following manner: 
1. Starting with the first lake inflow period, the previously discussed 
method of using hydro to replace thermal generation is applied until the lake 1s 
back to the top of the power pool at the end of the period., Therefore, the 
amount of inflow equals the amount used., 
2. For the second inflow period, the hydro is used from either the first 
or second period, as dictated by economics, until the lake level is again back 
to the top of the power pool. When a withdrawal of water is made, the water 
level of Figure 9 should be revised for all future periods to reflect the with-
drawa I • An ex amp I e of the energy profi I e of the lake after this procedure has 
been applied through January is shown by the dotted line in Figure 9. The 
amount of energy withdrawn through any period of time is the difference between 
the original curve and the dotted line .. The thin solid line illustrates how the 
original curve would be adjusted to reflect the amount of energy stored in the 
lake after January. It is possible that the withdrawal would put the lake below 
the power pool in a future period of heavy use, even if the lake level was 
satisfactory in the period of withdrawal. This situation must be checked with 
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each withdrawal and such cases must be passed up for smaller economic gains. 
3. The rest of the inflow periods are handled as in (2) with all previous 
periods up to the one in question being considered as candidates for withdrawals 
of water. When the last period is completed, the lake will automatically be at 
the top of the power pool and during no period will the lake be below the bottom 
of the power poo I • 
If it is desired to leave the lake on June 1 at some point other than the 
top of the power pool, this may be done simply by designating the desired level 
as the target in the final inflow period, rather than the top of the power pool. 
Figure 10 is the flow chart for the conventional storage hydro procedure. 
It can be entered after Step 6 of Figure 8 s i nee the first six steps are the same for 
each method.. The logic is an easy addition to the unit commitment solution 
described in this work. 
It should be noted that the effects of head variation are not included in 
the hydro optimizing procedure given here. The hydro algorithm may require 
that the program withdraw water in later periods before early periods. There-
fore, when withdrawals are finally made for the early periods, the head assumed 
in the I ater periods w iII be changed • Figure 11 is a diagram of the generating 
capacity versus lake level at Table Rock Lake in Southwestern Missouri. This 
demonstrates the effect of head variation on generating capacity. The savings 
on fuel for thermal units should be computed based upon the number of megawatt-
hours of hydro required for replacement. If, for example, 50 mwh are required 
for replacement on July 20, this might leave slightly less head for all future 
dates, and a ume of water determined previously as necessary on August 10 
)From Step 6 of Figure 81 
1 
II nitial ize Period Under Consideration: P=ll 
1 
Compute MAX (COST (DAY) for 
-
All DAY from Periods 1 to P) 
- Assume This is COST(M) with 
GEN(M) to Be Removed 
I 
Wi II the Water Level Go Below the 
Bottom of the Power Pool at Any Time NO 
from Day M to the End of Period P? 
I YES 
Flag GEN(M) so that It Can't Be Replaced 
on Day M on Future Tries 
(Replace GEN(M) on Day M}~ 
I 
~Revise All Future Lake Levels! 
to Reflect This Withdrawal 
I 
:=;;;compute a New COST(M) and GEN(M) 
I 
NO I Hove All Possible Replacements I + -
- I Been Made from Periods 1 to P? 
H I YES 
Use Remaining Hydro to Back Down the Most 
Expensive Units in Periods 1 toP Until Top of 
Power Pool Is Reached at the End of Period P 
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Figure 11 o Table Rock Capacity as a Function of Lake Level 
would actually be inadequate to replace the desired unit on the latter date. The 
s I i ght I y more water required on August 1 0 a I so affects a II future I ake I eve Is. It 
can be seen from this brief discussion that if head is an important consideration, 
the complexities would be great. 
The above discussion considered head variation as it affects the energy 
stored in the lake. Another aspect of head variation complications arise when 
capacity is considered. If, on some date, it is determined that there is adequate 
system generation to meet load and reserve requirements; a withdrawal of 
in a previous period, as the solution proceeds, might leave the later per 
inadequate generation because of less hydro capacity (as illustrated 1 1 ) • 
It is anticipated by the author that this situation would not be as severe as that 
discussed in the previous paragraph, but it does present a situation that must be 
guarded against in constructing a program which includes provisions for 
variation in head. 
The possibility of including more than one hydro project has been examined 
in some detail. Given that L mwh of hydro is needed for a certain replacement, 
it is necessary to arrive at a dispatch of the multiple hydro storage resources that 
will meet the requirement L. To obtain optimum overall economy, this dispatch 
must be computed such that the greatest savings on future selections of thermal 
units may be made. There appear to be no obvious criteria for such a dispatch 
which will work for all cases. Approaches which have been examined and 
their difficulties are as follows: 
10 Dispatch hydro projects in direct ratio to their megawatt capacities. 
Given a requirement of L megawatts with i hydro resources with individual 
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capacities Mk, the dispatch for the kth project would be: 
M. 
I 
X L ( 12) 
j=l 
This approach wi II work only if all hydro projects have inflows and e 
capabilities in the same ratios as their capacity ratios. Otherwise, projects 
with large capacity and relatively small storage capability will tend to run out 
of water first. If any pond runs out of water, then its ability to serve the load 1s 
gone. It is also likely that its capacity was assumed available for reserve re-
quirements. Thus, it is undesirable for both economical and operational reasons 
to let any project run out of water while others have plenty. Another dilemma 
arises when the end of the year is considered. It is desired to have the projects 
all finish the dispatching year at a specified storage level. There is no guaran-
tee that these levels will be reached if the above dispatching method is used. 
2. To meet this endpoint requirement, dispatching might be employed 
which would ensure that these limits are met. The method would be to compute 
the excess energy in each pond at the end of the year if no withdrawals were 
made. This is designated Ek. Dispatches are made on the ratios of the Ek's, 
instead of the Mk's as in method (l). This method has two drawbacks. First the 
energy must be used on an hour-to-hour basis, with the energy dispatched for 
any unit for one hour not exceeding the capacity that unit. The above dis-
patching method does not observe these capacity restrictions. Since capaci 
limits can't be violated, this method simply may not be applicable for some 
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thermal replacements. Secondly, if water inflows are not in the same ratios as 
the Ek's, not only for total inflow but all period inflows, this dispatching method 
could run a pond out of water. 
3. In order to circumvent the problem of running a lake dry during an 
inflow period, the dispatch could be made in ratio to the amount of storage left 
in each pond in the period in which the withdrawal is being considered. How-
ever, even this approach doesn't guarantee that a lake won•t go dry in 
period while this particular dispatch is taking place. This method also has the 
same capacity related difficulty as method (2) and the same endpoint difficul 
of method ( 1). 
D. Summary of Conventional Storage Hydro Discussion 
This has been a discussion of a direct approach to solve the hydro-thermal 
coordination problem if conventional storage hydro is considered. The method 
is applicable with certain restrictions to systems having only one hydro source. 
Further research is needed to overcome the diffi cui ties with head variation and 
with systems with several conventional storage projects which have varying 
capacities, storage capabi I ities, and water inflows. If these refinements could 
be made, optimum hydro-thermal coordination, based upon the savings made 
when the most expensive thermal generation is replaced with hydro, would be 
possible. 
VIII. RESULTS OF THE ACTUAL SYSTEM SOLUTION 
A. Results of the Study for Contract Year 1971 
Program BMAC in the unit commitment series produces a table for each 
thermal generator relating its output in megawatt-hours to the net heat rate at 
that output, and the resultant cost for the energy. A sample of the table for the 
Thomas Hill 2 generator is given in Table XIV. These tables are used by the 
economic dispatch programs ECDSP, I NCTF and EFIRM and to compute the total 
costs of the various system states. 
All of the results given here are taken directly from computer printouts. 
Occasionally, totals shown will differ slightly from hand addition of the corre-
sponding column because of computer round-off. 
Table XV gives the 48 possible combinations of the six thermal generators 
(considering that the two Missouri City units are identical). They are listed in 
the order that they are able to meet system load. Also included with is table 
is information on the sum of minimums, sum of economic high limits, sum of 
reserve limits, and the reserve required for each combination. The generator 
parameters are input data read by program BMAC, but the subroutine CTBLE 
computes the possible combinations and arranges them order of the I argest 
sum of economic hi I imits. 
The Unit Commitment le, built by program UCOM3, for 
(June 25) and part of Day 26 is given in Table XVI. This particular period of 
time is shown because of interesting results related to the hydro solution that 












































































Fuel Cost= 28 .08¢/MBTU Start-Up Cost = $1,000.00 
Table XIV. Data on the Thomas Hill 2 Generator 
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Number of Sum of Sum of Sum of Reserve 
Combination Generators Generators Minimums Economic Maximums Required 
Number On On (mw) High (mw) (mw) (mw) 
1 6 1,2,3,4,5,6 185 550 590 300 
2 5 1,2,3,5,6 180 530 570 300 
3 5 1,2,3,4,5 175 530 570 300 
4 4 1,2,3,5 170 510 550 300 
5 4 1,2,3,4 165 510 550 300 
6 5 1,2,4,5,6 165 500 540 300 
7 3 1 ,2,3 160 490 530 300 
8 4 1 ,2,5,6 160 480 520 300 
9 4 1,2,4,5 155 480 520 300 
10 3 1, 2,5 150 460 500 300 
11 3 1, 2, 4 145 460 500 300 
12 2 1,2 140 440 480 300 
13 5 1,3,4,5,6 125 380 410 300 
14 4 1,3,5,6 120 360 390 300 
15 4 1,3,4,5 115 360 390 300 
16 3 1, 3, 5 110 340 370 300 
17 3 1, 3, 4 105 340 370 300 
18 4 1,4,5,6 105 330 360 300 
19 2 1, 3 100 320 350 300 
20 3 1,5, 6 100 310 340 300 
21 3 1, 4, 5 95 310 340 300 
22 2 1,5 90 290 320 300 
23 2 1, 4 85 290 320 300 
24 5 2,3,4,5,6 105 280 290 180 
Table XV-A. Combinations Table (First Half) 
Number of Sum of Sum of Sum of Reserve 
Combination Generators Generators Minimums Economic Maximums Required 
Number On On (mw) High (mw) (mw) (mw) 
25 1 80 270 300 300 
26 4 2,3,5,6 100 260 270 180 
27 4 2,3,4,5 95 260 270 180 
28 3 2,3,5 90 240 250 180 
29 3 2,3,4 85 240 250 180 
30 4 2,4,5,6 85 230 240 180 
31 2 2,3 80 220 230 180 
32 3 2,5,6 80 210 220 180 
33 3 2,4,5 75 210 220 180 
34 2 2,5 70 190 200 180 
35 2 2,4 65 190 200 180 
36 1 2 60 170 180 180 
37 4 3,4,5,6 45 110 110 50 
38 3 3,5,6 40 90 90 50 
39 3 3,4,5 35 90 90 50 
40 2 3,5 30 70 70 50 
41 2 3,4 25 70 70 50 
42 3 4,5,6 25 60 60 20 
43 1 3 20 50 50 50 
44 2 5,6 20 40 40 20 
45 2 4,5 15 40 40 20 
46 1 5 10 20 20 20 
47 1 4 5 20 20 20 
48 0 0 0 0 0 
Table XV-B. Combinations Table (Second Half) 
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Load Combinations 
Hr. (mw) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
1 440 5 4 5 4 5 11 7 10 11 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 0 0 0 
2 420 5 4 5 4 5 11 7 10 11 10 11 12 17 16 17 16 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 
3 405 5 4 5 4 5 11 7 10 11 10 11 12 17 16 17 16 17 21 19 8 9 10 11 
4 405 5 7 5 7 5 1 1 7 10 11 10 11 12 17 16 17 16 17 23 19 22 23 22 23 
5 400 5 7 5 7 5 11 7 12 11 12 11 12 17 19 17 19 17 23 19 22 23 22 23 
6 410 7 7 7 7 7 12 7 12 12 12 12 12 19 19 19 19 19 23 19 22 23 22 23 
7 460 7 7 7 7 7 12 7 12 12 12 12 12 19 19 19 19 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 535 7 7 7 7 7 12 7 12 12 12 12 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 615 7 7 7 7 7 12 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 625 5 4 5 4 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 660 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 680 l 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
13 655 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14 650 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 650 l 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
16 640 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
17 650 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18 670 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
19 675 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20 650 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 640 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 660 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 600 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24 525 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 4 5 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1 470 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 450 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 0 0 0 0 
3 440 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 3 4 5 6 7 0 0 0 0 
4 425 3 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 5 6 7 8 9 0 0 
5 425 5 7 5 7 5 11 7 12 11 12 11 12 17 16 17 16 17 18 19 20 21 0 0 
6 435 5 7 5 7 5 11 7 12 11 12 11 12 17 19 17 19 17 21 19 8 9 0 0 
7 480 5 7 5 7 5 11 7 12 11 12 1 1 12 17 19 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
8 555 5 7 5 7 5 11 7 12 11 12 11 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 630 5 7 5 7 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 640 5 4 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 670 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
12 685 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Table XVL. Unit Table for Day 25 and Part of Day 
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the load or reserve requirements. The table is cut off after Combination 23 
because of space limitations. Also, except for hours 3, 4 and 5 of Day 25, no 
combination beyond Combination 23 can meet the system load or reserve require-
ments. At this point it is possible to illustrate that the dimensionality of the 
problem may be drastically reduced by periodically retracing the possible paths 
rather than waiting unti I the end of the solution to find the optimum path before 
retracing begins. It is observed from Table XVI that only one combination can 
meet the system requirements at Hour 12 on Day 26. Therefore, Combination 1 
at Hour 12 must be on the globally optimum path. The optimum path could now 
be retraced without fear of sacrificing any economics. The programs, as written, 
do not take advantage of this because the savings in storage were not needed. 
The fact that the results would be identical whether the retracing is done 
immediately starting on Day 26 or if it is done after completion of the entire 
year (as programmed) may be confirmed by the reader by comparing his own 
retracing of Table XVI with the actual computer retracing, part of which is 
given in Table XVII. Table XVII shows the optimum path, produced by program 
SBACK and written by WPATH, for Days 25 and 26. For comparison, the unit 
commitment after the hydro solution is also included in Table XVII. 
The optimum path, which is the result of the dynamic programming solution 
to the thermal unit commitment problem, is the basis for the hydro optimization. 
After finishing the path table, rather than giving the details of the thermal 
solution represented by the optimum path, the program proceeds to the hydro 
optimization. UCOM4 initializes the master schedule table that holds the final 
results of the unit commitment and other resource scheduling. UCOM5 modifies 
Do~ 25 Do~ 26 
Before Hi:dro Allocation After Hi:dro Allocation Before H~dro Allocation After Hydro Allocation 
Combi- Combi- Combi- Combi-
Hour nation Units On nation Units On nation Units On nation Units On 
1 7 1,2,3 7 1,2,3 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2,3,4 
2 7 1,2,3 7 1 I 2,3 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2,3,4 
3 7 1,2,3 7 1,2,3 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2,3,4 
4 7 1,2, 3 7 1,2,3 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2, 4 
5 7 1,2,3 7 1,213 5 1121314 5 1,2,3,4 
6 7 1 I 213 7 1 I 213 5 1,2,3,4 5 1121314 
7 7 1 I 2,3 7 1 I 2,3 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2, ,4 
8 7 1,2,3 7 1,2,3 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2,3,4 
9 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2,3,4 
10 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2,3,4 3 1,2,3,4,5 3 1,2,3,4,5 
11 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 3 1,2,3,4,5 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 
12 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 3 1,2,3,4,5 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 
13 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 3 1,2,3,4,5 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 
14 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 3 1,2,3,4,5 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 
15 1 1,2,3,4,516 3 112,3,4,5 1 1,2,314,5,6 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 
16 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 3 1,2,3,4,5 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 
17 l 1,2,3,4,516 3 1,2,3,4,5 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 
18 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 3 1,2,3,4,5 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 
19 l 112,3,4,516 3 1,2,3,4,5 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 
20 l 1,2,3,4,5,6 3 1,2,3,4,5 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 
21 l 1,2,3,4,5,6 3 1,2,3,4,5 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 l 1,2,3,4,5,6 
22 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 3 1,2,3,4,5 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 1 1,2,3,4,5,6 
23 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2,3,4 3 1,2,3,4,5 3 1,2,3,4,5 
24 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2,3,4 5 1,2,3,4 
e XVII Optimum Path Table for Days 25 and 26 for Before and After Hydro Allocation 
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the master schedule table by making hydro allocations to replace thermal units. 
UCOM6 prints the final results stored in the master schedule table. Tables XVIII 
and XIX give summaries of the work done by the hydro optimization programs. 
The monthly allotment of hydro energy in terms of hours of peaking power (one 
"hour 11 = 180 megawatt-hours of energy) is given in Table XVIII. This shows the 
optimum amount of hydro to be used each month if the left-hand column corre-
sponds to the total annual hydro available. The subroutine COM5C is made to 
print a summary after every 25 hour block of energy has been assigned until all 
1200 hours have been assigned for the year. On this particular run, 900 hours of 
hydro were required to meet the system load even though thermal generation and 
firm purchase was used to the fullest extent possible to cover the load. This 
leaves 300 hours of hydro to be assigned to save thermal generation. Therefore, 
Table XVIII shows the monthly scheduling of hydro, starting at 900 hours, and 
proceeding to 1200 hours in 25 hour blocks. Table XVII compares the unit 
commitment of Days 25 and 26 after the additional 300 hours of hydro have been 
assigned for the year to the optimum path before the hydro solution was entered. 
Unit 6 has been replaced completely by hydro on Day 25, but there is no change 
on Day 26. 
Table XIX gives a monthly breakdown of the cost, in mills per kilowatt-
hour, of the most expensive thermal generation that could be replaced by the 
next increment of hydro energy. For each entry of toto I hours in the e, 
costs can be considered the incrementa I worth water each month if that given 
total amount of energy is available for the entire year. Therefore, the 1200 hour 
row of the table is useful to the power system dispatchers as a guide in assigning 

Total 
Annua I Hydro Monthly Worth of Hydro ($/mwh) 
Energy (Hours) June July Aug. Sept. Octo Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb., Mar. 
925 6.47 6.84 7002 7.34 6.59 6.38 6.38 6.38 6o38 6.38 
950 5.55 5.50 5.59 5.62 5.,51 5.90 5.62 5090 5.62 5.47 
975 5.,55 5.50 5.59 5.62 5.51 5.47 5.47 5o47 5.47 5.47 
1000 5.55 5.47 5.47 5.47 5.47 5.47 5.47 5o47 5.47 5.47 
1026 5. 19 5.19 5.17 5.47 5016 5.17 5.17 5.,24 5.24 5. 18 
1051 5. 16 5., 19 5.17 5.47 5.16 5.16 5.17 5. 16 5.16 5.16 
1076 5.16 5.19 5017 5.16 5.16 5.16 5.16 5.16 5.16 5016 
110 l 5.16 5.16 5.16 5.16 5.13 5016 50 13 50 14 5. 14 5. 15 
1127 5.12 5016 5.08 5.07 5. 13 5.07 5.,09 5.06 5.06 5.06 
1152 5012 5.06 5.04 5.06 5.21 5.05 5.05 5o04 5.04 5.04 
1177 5.03 5.01 5.03 5.03 5.21 5.02 5.04 5.02 5.01 5.02 
1200 4 .. 99 4 .. 99 4.99 5.00 4 .. 91 5.09 5.00 5.00 5.01 4o98 






























hydro in economic dispatch against thermal generation. This guide is also used 
when neighboring systems request to purchase energy or offer to sell energy on an 
hour-to-hour basis. If hydro must be used to generate the extra energy, the 
dispatcher must charge at least the value in Table XIX, even though it is being 
purchased at a cost of 2 mills per kilowatt-hour. Table XIX also demonstrates 
that large variations in worth of water may occur from month to month, parti cu-
larly if a monthly limit is reached. Hydro is worth 8.75 mills per kilowatt-hour 
in May because the maintenance on the thermal generators causes the 200 hour 
monthly I imit to be reached. 
Both Tables XVIII and XIX can be used by the power system engineers to 
make long-range plans relating to prospects for purchasing or selling energy with 
neighbors. The hydro distribution printouts are also valuable in analyzing the 
proper times for generator maintenance. In this case, it would be wise to 
investigate the possibilities of rearranging the Spring maintenance so that 200 hours 
of hydro would not be necessary in May. Such a test run will be discussed later. 
Another use of these tables is to make decisions on possible courses of action if 
either more or less hydro becomes available than originally predicted. Depending 
on the severity, management may decide to purchase additional power if less than 
1200 hours is available. In this case, if the availability was thought to be near 
900 hours, it would be necessary to make arrangements to purchase power on a 
long-term basis of at least a month. If it is desired to study a situation involving 
more hydro energy than 1200 hours, it is a simple matter to change one input data 
card of the hydro optimization program to obtain output for the desired energy. 
Perhaps it would be decided that a long-term sale could be made by combining 
the excess hydro as peaking energy with off-peak thermal generation. The 
pricing of this energy is facilitated by the use of Table XIX. 
Table XX, produced by UCOM6, is the monthly energy summary for all 
power resources. This information can help in planning the coal supply at each 
plant. It could also be used to plan generator maintenance. Table XXI, also 
from UCOM6, gives the monthly cost summary for each power resource. The 
total annual cost given in this table is the optimum cost given by this hydro-
thermal unit commitment solution. 
If an hour-by-hour operational guide is desired, Table XXII may be 
obtained from UCOM6. It gives the hourly generation for each resource. In 
this and all other hourly tables presented, the Miscellaneous and Standby resources 
are omitted because of space and because a II entries for both are zero. In this 
case, it is for Day 25 and part of Day 26. Table XXIII is the energy cost summary 
for these two days. Included in these costs are appropriate start-up costs. 
Tables XIV-XXIII give summaries of the output of the unit commitment and 
hydro optimization programs. Their basic interpretation and usefulness has been 
discussed. Now a deeper analysis the unit commitment and hydro programs 
will be made regarding their accuracy and ability to cope with error inputs. All 
of the above tables have been taken from what will be called the standard run. 
Aaaitional runs will be presented to compare results with the standard run and to 
further iII ustrate the programs. 
B. Sensitivity of the System to Errors in Input Data 
Because the dynamic programming solution guarantees a globally optimum 
Ener~~ (mwh) 
Thomas Thomas Chamois Chamois Missouri Missouri 
Month Hill 2 Hill 1 2 1 City 1 City 2 Firm Hydro Misc. Standby T ota Is 
June 193,035 104,745 9,095 1,560 1,580 l, 020 55,615 4,240 0 0 370,890 
July 200,390 118,050 25, 110 7,335 6,460 5,725 71,380 23,475 1,330 0 459,255 
Aug. 199,835 113,890 21,445 4,865 3,605 2,280 63,770 13,685 210 0 423,585 
Sept. 132,820 55,095 20,960 6,265 6,310 4,355 81,955 15,605 0 0 323,365 
Oct. 154,185 110,835 9,235 3,000 3,215 3,015 62,965 18,195 245 0 364,890 
Nov. 193,925 112,755 19,815 2,220 3,235 ,225 63,720 12,320 105 0 409,320 
Dec .. 200,720 119,320 24,640 7,710 5,315 1,555 75,390 18,795 595 0 454,040 
Jan. 200,795 120,240 25,200 7,755 5,000 3,490 78,465 17,195 35 0 458, 175 
Febo 187,920 112,680 23,885 7,710 6,795 5,440 75,550 18,850 280 0 439, 110 
Mar .. 200,815 119,025 12,580 3,625 4,780 3,410 76,540 17,025 105 0 437,905 
Apr. 192,350 52,940 21,950 4,765 5,205 5,010 73,510 20,615 1, 785 15 378,145 
May 102,920 116,770 17,230 8,175 7,030 6,800 74,625 36,000 2,135 620 372,305 
T ota Is 2, 159, 710 1,256, 345 231, 145 64,985 58,530 325 853,485 216,000 6,825 635 4,890,986 
'{) 
....... 
Table XX. Monthly Energy Production Summary for Each Power Resource 
Energl: Costs ($) 
Thomas Thomas Chamois Chamois Missouri Missouri 
Month Hill 2 Hill 1 2 1 City 1 City 2 Firm Hydro Misc. Standby Totals 
June 476,638 286,248 39,404 7,738 7,761 5,020 150, 160 8,480 0 0 981,452 
July 494,858 322,352 101,290 35,557 31,559 28,018 192,725 46,950 7,250 0 1,260,562 
Aug. 493,455 311,253 87,435 24,346 17,741 11,229 172, 178 27,370 1,250 0 1, 146,259 
Sept. 328,664 151,657 85,576 30, 102 29,883 20,720 221,277 31,210 0 0 899,092 
Oct. 382,205 302,977 37,861 14,379 14,678 13,631 170,004 36,390 1,725 0 973,853 
Nov .. 478,891 307,675 80,863 11,629 16, 164 6, 120 172,043 24,640 825 0 1,098,852 
Dec. 495,693 325,637 99,392 37,750 26, 170 7,680 203,552 37,590 3,775 0 1,2371241 
Jan .. 495,883 3281 162 101 I 536 37,593 24,639 17,072 211,854 341390 275 0 1 I 251,406 
Feb. 4641093 3071524 96, 189 371029 331445 261673 203,984 37,700 2,200 0 11208,839 
Mar .. 495,934 324,685 50,767 181083 23,544 16,744 206,657 34,050 825 0 11171,291 
Apr. 475,015 145,396 90,004 22,291 24,859 24,065 198,476 41 '230 10,225 90 1 ' 031, 655 
May 2541 129 319,106 72, 172 40,085 32,712 30,701 201 '486 72,000 11' 875 3,720 1,037,987 
T ota Is 5, 335, 461 3, 432, 67 4 942,495 316,587 283, 162 207,678 2,304,401 432,000 40,225 3,810 13,298,486 
Table XXI. Monthly Energy Cost Summary for Each Power Resource "() I\.) 
Thomas Thomas 
Hr o Hill 2 Hill 1 
1 270 145 
2 270 130 
3 265 120 
4 265 120 
5 260 120 
6 265 125 
7 270 145 
8 270 145 
9 270 170 
10 270 170 
11 270 170 
12 270 170 
13 270 170 
14 270 170 
15 270 170 
16 270 170 
17 270 170 
18 270 170 
19 270 170 
20 270 170 
21 270 170 
22 270 170 
23 270 170 
24 270 145 
Tot. 6,455 3,745 
1 270 145 
2 270 145 
3 270 145 
4 270 130 
5 270 130 
6 265 145 
7 270 145 
8 270 145 
9 270 170 
10 270 170 
11 270 170 
12 270 170 
Energy (mwh) 
Chamois Chamois Mo. Moo 
2 1 City l City 2 
20 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 
20 0 0 0 
35 15 0 0 
45 15 0 0 
45 15 20 0 
45 15 20 0 
45 15 20 0 
45 15 20 0 
45 15 20 0 
40 15 20 0 
45 15 20 0 
45 15 20 0 
45 15 20 0 
45 15 20 0 
40 15 20 0 
45 15 20 0 
25 10 0 0 
20 5 0 0 
815 225 240 0 
20 5 0 0 
20 5 0 0 
20 5 0 0 
20 5 0 0 
20 5 0 0 
20 5 0 0 
20 5 0 0 
20 5 0 0 
45 15 0 0 
40 15 0 
45 15 20 20 
45 15 20 20 
Table XXII. Hourly Energy Summary 
for Day 25 and Part of Day 26 






0 0 410 
0 460 
1 535 




1 1 655 
1 5 650 
125 5 




125 5 650 
125 0 640 
125 15 660 
125 0 600 
85 0 525 
2,090 13,720 
30 0 470 
10 0 450 
0 0 440 
0 0 425 
0 0 425 
0 0 435 
40 0 480 
115 0 555 
125 5 
125 0 640 
125 5 
125 20 
Energy Costs ($) 
Thomas Thomas Chamois Chamois Mo Mo. 
Hr. Hill 2 Hill 1 2 1 City 1 City 2 Firm Hydro Total 
1 666 393 83 0 0 0 13 0 1, 1 
2 666 355 83 0 0 0 0 0 1, 1 
3 654 329 83 0 0 0 0 0 1, 067 
4 654 329 83 0 0 0 0 0 1,067 
5 641 329 83 0 0 0 0 0 1,054 
6 654 342 83 0 0 0 0 0 1, 
7 666 393 83 0 0 0 67 0 1, 211 
8 666 393 83 0 0 0 270 0 1, 413 
9 666 464 138 367 0 0 337 0 1, 975 
10 666 464 179 67 0 0 337 0 1, 716 
11 666 464 179 67 204 0 337 1, 
12 666 464 179 67 89 0 337 1,875 
13 666 464 179 67 89 0 337 20 1,825 
14 666 464 179 67 89 0 337 10 1, 815 
15 666 464 179 67 89 0 337 10 1, 815 
16 666 464 158 67 89 0 337 0 1,784 
17 666 464 179 67 89 0 337 10 1, 815 
18 666 464 179 67 89 0 337 50 1,855 
19 666 464 179 67 89 0 337 60 1, 865 
20 666 464 179 67 89 0 337 10 l, 815 
21 666 464 158 67 89 0 337 0 1,784 
22 666 464 179 67 89 0 337 30 1,835 
23 666 464 101 48 0 0 337 0 1,619 
24 666 393 83 31 0 0 229 0 1,404 
Tot .. 15,939 10,236 3,283 1,323 1,188 0 5,642 300 37,914 
1 666 393 83 31 0 0 81 0 1,256 
2 666 393 83 31 0 0 27 0 1,202 
3 666 393 83 31 0 0 0 0 1,175 
4 666 355 83 31 0 0 0 0 1,136 
5 666 355 83 31 0 0 0 0 1,136 
6 654 393 83 31 0 0 0 0 1, 162 
7 666 393 83 31 0 0 108 0 1,283 
8 666 393 83 31 0 0 310 0 1,485 
9 666 464 179 67 0 0 337 10 1,726 
10 666 464 158 67 204 0 337 0 1,899 
11 666 464 179 67 89 204 337 10 2,020 
12 666 464 179 67 89 89 337 40 1, 935 
Table XXIII.. Hourly Energy Cost Summary 
for Day 25 and Part of Day 26 
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solution to the unit commitment problem only if all input data are accurate, it is 
desirable to examine the types of errors that could occur and assess their effects 
in relationship to the overall goals. 
Given the inputs as described previously, there are two basic unknowns m 
the problem. They are: 
(1) Forecasted System Load 
(2) Generator Avai labi I ity 
There are probabilistic models available to include the effects of uncertainty on 
problems such as the one presented in this work. The author feels that such a 
model would be a useful addition to the unit commitment program described here. 
However, since a probabilistic model was not included, the effects of errors in 
input data were tested with several worst case studies. 
It was stated in the assumptions that even though it would be impossible 
to forecast a system load for a given day far in the future with any accuracy, it 
is reasonable to predict the total energy and to assume that days I ike those pre-
dicted would eventually happen, but perhaps not in the predicted order. It might 
further be argued that all possible orders of unlike days would happen so that the 
particular order of any one sequence would be unimportant. However, it is of 
interest to observe the effect of an error in the order of days. 
To get such an error, two adjacent days were selected that had moderate 
differences in loading, but were preceded by a day which had one of the minor 
generators running. The object was to try to get a different unit commitment for 
the two cases. This is likely to happen only if the smaller generators are in-
volved and only if the differences in system load are not too great so that 
96 
economics can play a significant e. A good demonstration was obtained by 
switching system loads Days 7 and 8 of the standard run. 
Day 7 of the standard run was moderately light in system load with a daily 
total of 11,895 megawatt-hours. It followed Day 6 with 13,280 megawatt-hours 
and which had the Chamois 2 generator running for a II but the last hour. 8, 
shown in Table XXIV, was much like Day 6 with a total of 13,280 megawatt-
hours, but Chamois 2 did not run on Day 8. Perhaps the fact that Day 6 had a 
slightly higher peak than Day 8 was the reason for Chamois 2 being on. It was 
reasonable to expect that switching Day 8 to be adjacent to Day 6 might cause 
Chamois 2 to remain on during the new Day 7. This is precisely what happened. 
The new Day 8 and old Day 7 turned out to be exactly a I ike. The new Day 7, 
shown in Table XXV, may be compared to the old Day 8 to assess their differences. 
The major difference is that the new Day 7 runs Chamois 2 and thus saves a I ittle 
hydro. The total costs for these two days (not shown in the tables) is $33, for 
old Day 8 and $35,284 for new Day 7. However, a question of greater interest 
is the toto I optimum yearly cost. For the new run, the tot a I is $13, 298, 084 as 
compared to $13,298,486. Therefore, the hydro saved on the new Day 7 was 
used to actually decrease the total yearly cost. The savings comes from the fact 
that it is best to have peak days come adjacent to each other so that only one 
start-up of expensive generation is needed to cover the peaks. Leaving Chamois 
2 on for one light load day just to generate for the peak on the following day is 
not economical as shown on the standard run for Day 8. It is interesting to note 
that the total cost of the standard run was $402 more than the switched days run, 
which is less than the $671 start-up cost on Chamois 2. Therefore, it is better 
Energy (mwh) 
Thomas Thomas chamois Chamois Mo. Mo. 
Hr o Hill 2 Hill 1 2 1 City 1 City 2 Firm Hydro Total 
1 270 145 0 0 0 0 40 0 455 
2 270 145 0 0 0 0 15 0 430 
3 270 125 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4 270 125 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5 270 125 0 0 0 0 0 0 
6 270 125 0 0 0 0 0 0 395 
7 270 145 0 0 0 0 10 0 425 
8 270 145 0 0 0 0 80 0 495 
9 270 160 0 0 0 0 125 0 
10 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 15 
11 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 600 
12 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 65 630 
13 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 620 
14 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 635 
15 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 60 625 
16 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 75 640 
17 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 80 645 
18 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 90 655 
19 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 100 
20 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 85 650 
21 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 65 630 
22 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 90 655 
23 270 170 0 0 0 0 125 40 605 
24 270 145 0 0 0 0 90 0 505 
Tot. 6,480 3,765 0 0 0 0 2, 110 925 13,280 
Table XXIV. Hourly Energy Summary for Day 8 of the Standard Run 
Energz: (mwh) 
Thomas Thomas Chamois Chamois Mo, Mo .. 
Hr. Hill 2 Hill 1 2 1 City 1 City 2 Firm Hydro 
1 270 145 20 0 0 0 20 
2 265 145 20 0 0 0 0 0 430 
3 260 115 20 0 0 0 0 0 
4 260 115 20 0 0 0 0 0 
5 260 115 20 0 0 0 0 0 
6 260 115 20 0 0 0 0 0 
7 260 145 20 0 0 0 0 0 
8 270 145 20 0 0 0 60 0 
9 270 145 20 0 0 0 120 0 
10 270 165 20 0 0 0 125 0 
11 270 170 35 0 0 0 125 0 600 
12 270 170 45 0 0 0 125 20 
13 270 170 45 0 0 0 125 10 620 
14 270 170 45 0 0 0 125 25 635 
15 270 170 45 0 0 0 125 15 
16 270 170 45 0 0 0 125 30 640 
17 270 170 45 0 0 0 125 35 645 
18 270 170 45 0 0 0 125 45 
19 270 170 45 0 0 0 125 
20 270 170 45 0 0 0 125 40 
21 270 170 45 0 0 0 125 20 
22 270 170 45 0 0 0 125 45 655 
23 270 170 40 0 0 0 125 0 605 
24 270 145 0 0 0 0 90 0 505 
rot. 6,425 3,705 770 0 0 0 2,040 340 13,280 
Table XXV. Hourly Energy Summary for the New Day 7 of the Swit Run 
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to use hydro and neither leave the unit on nor start it for Day 8. 
Also of major interest in all of the error runs to be presented here is the 
redistribution of the monthly hydro schedules. In the case of switching Days 7 
and 8, the only changes were very minor. Because of the hydro savings on the 
new Day 7, June used only 20 hours of hydro instead of the 24 hours in the 
standard run. These four hours were redistributed with November and December 
getting one extra hour each, and March getting two extra hours. The monthly 
worth of hydro values were virtually unchanged. 
Since it is conceded that forecasting errors may occur, and that these will 
undoubtedly cause deviations in costs and unit commitments for the error period; 
a critical question arises concerning the propagation of the errors into the more 
accurate data. In the above case of switching Days 7 and 8, there was little 
error propagation. Day 9 did not change, and the only change in Day 6 was that 
Chamois 2 ran for Hour 24 in the switched run since it was to remain on for the 
new Day 7. Part of the error period, the old Day 7 and the new Day 8, 
experienced no change in unit commitment. Therefore, it seems that the unit 
commitment is stable when faced with error inputs of the type discussed above. 
To further explore forecast error, system load was altered on three different 
days to observe the effects. Again, worst case conditions were tried so that 
significant differences would be apparent. For the first test run, 100 megawatt-
hours was added to Hours 19 and 20 (peak hours) of Day 7. It was hoped that this 
would be severe enough to cause Chamois 2 to remain on for Day 7 after being on 
for Day 6. This did happen, as shown in Table XXVI. In fact, Chamois 2 re-
mained on through Day 8, as might be expected from the previous discussions on 
Energy (mwh) 
Thomas Thomas Chamois Chamois Mo. Mo 
Hr. Hill 2 Hill 1 2 1 City 1 City 2 Firm 
1 270 145 20 0 0 0 
2 270 130 20 0 0 0 
3 260 115 0 0 0 
4 260 110 20 0 0 0 
5 260 105 20 0 0 0 
6 255 105 20 0 0 
7 265 125 20 0 0 0 0 0 
8 270 145 20 0 0 0 0 
9 270 1 20 0 0 0 
10 270 145 20 0 0 0 1 0 
11 270 145 20 0 0 1 
12 270 150 20 0 0 1 
13 1 20 0 0 1 0 
14 270 145 20 0 0 0 12 0 
15 270 145 20 0 0 1 
16 270 145 20 0 0 100 0 
17 270 145 20 0 0 115 0 
18 270 145 20 0 0 1 0 
19 270 170 45 0 0 0 1 
20 270 170 45 0 0 0 1 
21 270 145 20 0 0 0 120 
22 270 145 20 0 0 0 l 0 
23 270 145 0 0 0 0 
24 270 1 20 0 0 0 0 0 420 
Toto 6,430 0 0 0 1,685 90 
e XXVI. Energy Summary 
with 1 mwh Added to Hours 19 
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switching Days 7 and 8. The total optimum yearly cost was $13,299,656, or 
$1,170 more than for the standard run. This is 5.85 mills per kilowatt-hour for 
the extra energy produced, which is a reasonable price for the peaking energy. 
A more important consideration is whether a significant reallocation hydro 
might occur. As seen in Table XXVII, a slight change does occur, but the worth 
of hydro changes very little. This demonstrates the fact that the monthly hydro 
schedule does not need to be followed exactly. The system dispatchers may 
exercise some scheduling flexibility without fear of deviating very far from the 
optimum path. As pointed out previously, the most critical test of error inputs 
with respect to the unit commitment solution is the distance that the error propa-
gates a different unit commitment. For this test run, the total distance was one 
hour on Day 6 (Chamois 2 on), a II of Day 7, and 23 hours on Day 8 unti I Chamois 
2 went back off. To the author, this does not seem to be too severe, in view of 
the fact that a worst case condition was purposely selected to demonstrate the 
point. Again, the unit commitment is stable when given an error input. 
The second load alteration was a test on Day 27, shown in Tab I e XXVIII. 
One hundred megawatt-hours have been added to Hours 19 and 20. The only 
change in unit commitment occurred in Hours 12-22 of Day 27 when Missouri 
City 2 was placed on line to meet the higher peak. The cost for the extra energy 
produced was 4.45 mills per kilowatt-hour. Virtually no change occurred in 
monthly hydro allocation or costs. This case is another demonstration of the unit 
commitment stability. 
The third load alteration was a reduction of 50 megawatt-hours from 
Hours 12-22 on Day 28. The revised printout is shown in Table XXIX. The only 
Standard Run 
Month Energy (hours) Worth (mi lis/kwh) 
June 24 4.99 
July 130 4.99 
August 76 4.99 
September 87 5.00 
October 101 4.91 
November 68 5o09 
December 104 5.00 
January 96 5 .. 00 
February 105 5.01 
March 95 4.98 
April 115 5.09 
May 200 8.75 
Totals 1200 
Table XXVII. Monthly Hydro Summary Comparing Standard 
100 mwh Added Hours 19 and 20, Dol: 7 


















Thomas chamois Mo. Mo. 
Hr o Hill 2 Hill 1 2 1 City 1 City 2 Firm Hydro Total 
1 270 145 20 5 0 0 50 0 490 
2 270 145 20 5 0 0 10 0 450 
3 270 145 20 5 0 0 0 0 440 
4 270 125 20 5 0 0 0 0 420 
5 265 125 20 5 0 0 0 0 415 
6 260 145 20 5 0 0 0 0 430 
7 270 145 20 5 0 0 35 0 475 
8 270 145 20 5 0 0 90 0 530 
9 270 170 30 10 0 0 125 0 605 
10 270 170 40 15 0 0 125 0 620 
1 1 270 170 45 15 20 0 125 5 650 
12 270 170 45 15 20 20 125 10 675 
13 270 170 40 15 15 15 125 0 650 
14 270 170 40 15 15 20 125 0 655 
15 270 170 40 15 20 20 125 0 660 
16 270 170 40 15 20 20 125 0 660 
17 270 170 45 15 20 20 125 15 680 
18 270 170 45 15 20 20 125 25 690 
19 270 170 45 15 20 20 125 135 800 
20 270 170 45 15 20 20 125 110 775 
21 270 170 40 15 15 20 125 0 655 
22 270 170 45 15 20 20 125 15 680 
23 270 170 40 15 20 0 125 0 640 
24 270 145 20 5 0 0 95 0 535 
Tot. 6,465 3,815 805 265 245 215 2, 155 315 14,280 
Table XXVIII. Houri y Energy Summary for Day 27 
with 1 mwh Added to Hours 19 and 20 
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Energy (mwh) 
Thomas Thomas Chamois Chamois Mo. Mo. 
Hr. Hill 2 Hill 1 2 1 City 1 City 2 Firm Hydro Total 
1 270 145 20 5 0 0 60 0 500 
2 270 145 20 5 0 0 25 465 
3 265 145 20 5 0 0 0 0 435 
4 265 145 20 5 0 0 0 0 435 
5 265 125 20 5 0 0 0 0 415 
6 270 130 20 5 0 0 0 0 425 
7 270 145 20 5 0 0 20 0 460 
8 270 145 20 5 0 0 85 0 525 
9 270 170 30 10 0 0 125 0 605 
10 270 170 40 15 20 0 125 0 640 
11 270 170 45 15 20 0 125 25 670 
12 270 170 45 15 20 0 125 15 660 
13 270 170 45 15 20 0 125 0 645 
14 270 170 45 15 20 0 125 0 645 
15 270 170 40 15 20 0 125 0 640 
16 270 170 45 15 20 0 125 15 660 
17 270 170 45 15 20 0 125 685 
18 270 170 45 15 20 0 125 35 680 
19 270 170 45 15 20 0 125 35 680 
20 270 170 45 15 20 0 125 15 660 
21 270 170 40 15 10 0 125 0 630 
22 270 170 45 15 20 0 125 0 645 
23 270 170 45 15 20 0 125 15 660 
24 270 155 20 5 0 0 125 0 575 
Tot. 6,465 3,830 825 265 270 0 2,190 195 14,040 
Table XXIX. Hourly Energy Summary for Day 28 
with 50 mwh Subtracted from Hours 12-22 
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change in unit commitment was in Hours 11-23 with Missouri City 2 not running 
in the revised case where it had run in the standard case. The cost saved in the 
revised run averaged 4. 95 mi lis per kilowatt-hour for the 550 megawatt-hours 
less energy generated. A very slight hydro reallocation took place, with two less 
hours of hydro used in June. This hydro increased the July and March schedules 
by one hour each. No change occurred in the monthly worth of hydro. 
The above runs illustrate that day-to-day forecasting errors have I ittle 
effect on the yearly results of the unit commitment solution presented in this 
work. Much more serious is the effect of unscheduled generator outages. To 
assess these effects, a moderately severe outage was selected. The Thomas Hill 
generator was put out of service for six days, beginning September 1. Two runs 
were made under this condition: 
(1) Run only from September 1, recognizing that 
only 970 hours of hydro remain. 
(2) Rerun the entire year. 
Run (1), along with the results of the first three months of the standard run, 
gives the best yearly results possible if no planning is done in advance for this 
new outage. To get a feel for the amount of error caused by the outage, Run (2) 
is necessary. If the outage is known in advance, the yearly results could be 
optimized as in Run (2). A tabulation of the results is given in Table XXX. 
Because Thomas Hill 1 is an economical generator, it is expected that operating 
an extra six days without it will push the yearly costs upward. Thus the outage 
is shown to cost approximately $29,000, as shown in Table XXX as the difference 
between the standard run and Run (1). However, since the forced outage can't 
Standard Run Run 1 - Outa~e Unknown Run 2 - Outa~e Known 
Hi:dro Allocation Total Cost of Hl:dro Allocation Total Cost of Hl:dro Allocation T ota I Cost of 
Energy Worth All Energy Energy Worth All Energy Energy Worth All Energy 
Month (hours) (mi lis/kwh) ($) (hours) (mi lis/kwh) ($) (hours) (mi lis/kwh) ($) 
June 24 4"99 981,452 24 4.99 981 I 452 20 5 .. 03 9831293 
July 130 4.99 112601562 130 4.99 112601562 128 4.47 1,261 I 750 
August 76 4.99 111461259 76 4.99 1,1461259 69 5.03 1,1501190 
September 87 5.00 899,092 111 5.03 913,317 112 5.03 912,805 
October 101 4 .. 91 973,853 101 4.91 973,853 101 4.91 853 
68 5 .. 09 1, 098,852 66 5.04 1, 100,170 68 5.02 1, 099,527 
December 104 5 .. 00 1,237,241 104 4.95 1,237,730 104 4 .. 95 1,237,730 
January 96 5"00 l I 251,406 85 5.04 1,257,762 91 5.02 1 I 2531 
February 105 5.01 1,2081839 103 5.04 1 12101 138 103 5.02 1,21 0, 160 
March 95 4 .. 98 111711291 86 5.04 l, 1761661 90 5.02 1, 17 4, 022 
April 115 5o09 1, 0311655 115 5.16 1, 031 I 655 115 5.09 l, 031,655 
May 200 8,]5 1, 037,987 200 8 .. 75 1, 037,987 200 8.75 1 I 037,987 
Totals 11200 13,2981486 1,200 13,3271545 1,200 13,326,874 
e XXX Hydro Energy (180 mwh/hour) and Worth, and Total Energy Costs for Evaluation of a Forced 
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be helped, the concern here is for the degree to which the solution deviates 
from the optimum. That is, as soon as the forced outage is recognized, the rest 
of the year is replanned so that the optimum cost is obtained from that point. This 
is the realistic situation and is given in Run (1). The absolute optimum including 
this outage is given by Run (2), in which it was known from the first day that the 
outage would occur. Therefore, the differences between Runs (1) and (2) give 
the loss of optimization, given that this outage does occur but that it is not 
known that it wi II. 
The results are very favorable. There are only slight differences in the 
monthly hydro distribution between September and May. The total yearly costs 
differ by only $671. Therefore, in this case, it only costs $671 more to plan the 
entire year and forget about forced outages, than if the outage was forecast by 
some probabilistic model. Even this assumes 100°/o assurance in the forecast of 
the outage, or the savings would be less. This further demonstrates the 
reliability of the unit commitment results, even when faced with error inputs. 
Depending on the severity of a forced outage, a utility would use various 
approaches to cope with them. If the duration is I ikely to be short, a uti I ity 
would use peaking types of generation, such as hydro and gas turbines, to meet 
off-peak loads; and buy as much emergency energy as necessary from neighbors 
for peak loads. For this case, it would be best to include a probabilistic model 
to help represent forced outages in a unit commitment solution. In this way, the 
expected costs of forced outages could 
is of extended duration, a utility would 
nimized. However, if any outage 
forced to consider long-term purchases 
from neighbors to help supply the needed energy. The unit commitment 
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techniques presented in this work would be helpful in evaluating the alternatives 
and in establishing a new plan after the outage. 
C. Accuracy of the Hydro Optimization Model 
AI though the thermal unit commitment technique presented here guarantees 
globally optimum results, there is no assurance of optimality with the hydro 
technique. It is desirable to establish some measure of the accuracy of the hydro 
technique and to assure that it is compatible with the thermal techniques. Since 
there is no feasible way to determine the global optimum of a hydro-thermal 
system, programming modifications were made to iterate on the hydro and thermal 
solutions already obtained. This was accomplished with the following steps: 
(1) Obtain the normal thermal solution, then the 
hydro solution in the manner previously 
described. 
(2) Modify the hourly system load by the hourly 
hydro actually used in the previous step. 
(3) With proper allowances for reserve requirements, 
rerun the thermal solution on the modified system 
load. 
(4) Convert the hourly system load back to the 
proper amount and rerun the hydro solution 
with the thermal solution given in Step (3). 
(5) Repeat the procedure unti I convergence (or lack 
of it) is obtained, starting at Step (2). (Con-
vergence has not been investigated, except for 
the one case given in this report.) 
The essence of this iterative procedure is in Step (3). If a different thermal 
unit commitment can be obtained, then the previous hydro-thermal solution is not 
optimal. If the thermal unit commitment is the same as at the finish of the 
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previous hydro solution, then the new hydro solution would have to be identical 
to the last. Even if no change occurs, the author can offer no proof that the 
solution is globally optimum. Perhaps future researchers can. However, there is 
no doubt that if a change occurs, the new sol uti on wi II be better than the old one. 
A test of this procedure was made by starting with the standard run. It was 
necessary to make only two iterations. The first differed only slightly from the 
standard while the second iteration was identical to the first. The year 
summaries of these two iterations are compared to the standard run in Table XXXI. 
It should be noted that there is no entry for the worth of hydro in May on the 
iterated runs. This occurs because the worth of hydro is computed as the energy 
cost of thermal generation that can be replaced. Since the monthly energy limit 
of hydro has been reached, no thermal energy can be replaced and thus no cost is 
computed. 
The reason that the iterated runs differ at a II from the standard run can be 
explained in terms of the hydro allocation algorithm with the help of Table XXXII. 
Table XXXII gives the hourly summary of Day 25 and part of Day 26 of the iterated 
run. This may be compared to Table XXII which gives this information for the 
standard run. The difference 1n unit commitment is that Chamois 1 is on in the 
standard run on Day 25 and ns on throughout Day 26. Missouri City 2 is 
off. As can seen from the Path Table (Table XVII), Missouri City 2 has been 
on during Day on the standard run, so hydro must have taken it off. The 
iterated run saves money by leaving Missouri City on and laying the start-up 
of Chamois 1 . This points up a weakness in logic of the hydro algorithm. 
Start-up delays are evaluated only one hour at a time. If programs could 
Standard Run First Iterated Run Second Iterated Run 
Hydro Allocation Total Cost of Hydro Allocation Total Cost of Hydro Allocation Total Cost of 
Energy Worth All Energy Energy Worth All Energy Energy Worth All Energy 
(hours} (mills/kwh) ($) (hours) (mills/kwh} ($) (hours) (mills/kwh) ($) 
24 4o99 981,452 23 5.16 981,498 23 5.16 981,498 
130 4 .. 99 1,260,562 131 5o11 1,259,447 131 5.16 1,259,447 
7 6 4 0 99 1, 146,259 7 6 50 14 1, 144, 961 7 6 5. 16 1, 144, 961 
87 5.00 899,092 86 5.16 898,869 86 5 16 898,869 
October 101 4.91 973,853 104 4.91 970,148 104 5.16 970,148 
68 5 "09 1, 098, 852 68 5. 16 1, 098, 245 68 5. 16 1, 098, 245 
December 104 5 "00 1,237,241 105 5. 09 1,236, 510 105 5" 16 1,236, 510 
96 5 "00 1, 251 I 406 93 5 • 16 1 I 251, 828 93 5 • 16 1 1 251 1 828 
105 5 .. 01 1,208,839 105 4.66 1,208,727 105 5.16 1,208,727 
March 95 4. 98 1, 171,291 95 5 .. 10 1, 170, 542 95 5. 16 1, 170, 542 
Apr i I 115 5. 09 1, 031, 655 115 5 • 19 1, 031, 655 115 5 .. 16 1 1 031, 655 
May 200 8 .. 75 l, 037,987 200 ---- 1, 037, 188 200 ---- 1 1 037, 188 
Is 1,200 13,298,486 1,200 13,289,614 1,200 13,289,614 





Thomas Thomas Chamois Chamois Mo. Mo. 
Hr o Hill 2 Hill 1 2 1 City 1 City 2 Firm Hydro Total 
1 270 145 20 0 0 0 5 0 440 
2 270 130 20 0 0 0 0 0 420 
3 265 120 20 0 0 0 0 0 405 
4 265 120 20 0 0 0 0 0 405 
5 260 120 20 0 0 0 0 0 400 
6 265 125 20 0 0 0 0 0 410 
7 270 145 20 0 0 0 25 0 460 
8 270 145 20 0 0 0 100 0 535 
9 270 170 40 0 10 0 125 0 615 
10 270 170 40 0 20 0 125 0 625 
11 270 170 45 0 20 20 125 10 660 
12 270 170 45 0 20 20 125 30 680 
13 270 170 45 0 20 20 125 5 655 
14 270 170 45 0 20 20 125 0 650 
15 270 170 45 0 20 20 125 0 650 
16 270 170 40 0 15 20 125 0 640 
17 270 170 45 0 20 20 125 0 650 
18 270 170 45 0 20 20 125 20 670 
19 270 170 45 0 20 20 125 25 675 
20 270 170 45 0 20 20 125 0 650 
21 270 170 40 0 15 20 125 0 640 
22 270 170 45 0 20 20 125 10 660 
23 270 170 35 0 0 0 125 0 600 
24 270 145 20 0 0 0 90 0 525 
Tot. 6,455 3,745 825 0 260 240 2,095 100 13,720 
1 270 145 20 0 0 0 35 0 470 
2 270 145 20 0 0 0 15 0 450 
3 270 145 20 0 0 0 5 0 440 
4 260 145 20 0 0 0 0 0 425 
5 260 145 20 0 0 0 0 0 425 
6 270 145 20 0 0 0 0 0 435 
7 270 145 20 0 0 0 45 0 480 
8 270 145 20 0 0 0 120 0 555 
9 270 170 45 15 0 0 125 5 630 
10 270 170 40 15 0 125 0 640 
11 270 170 45 15 20 20 125 5 670 
12 270 170 45 15 20 20 125 20 685 
Table XXXII. Hourly Energy Summary for Day 25 and 
Part of Day 26 for the Iterated Hydro Run 
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have evaluated the effect of delaying the start-up of Chamois 1 from 9:00a.m. 
on Day 25 to 9:00a.m. on Day 26, then this delay would have been found more 
economical in the standard run than replacing Missouri City 2 on Day 25. A 
further complication arises since the economics of replacing units with hydro are 
first evaluated on a daily basis to find the highest cost unit to replace on each 
day. Since the delay of starting Chamois 1 runs into two days, the proper 
economical evaluation is impossible with the present program logic. The reason 
this mistake was caught by the iterated run is somewhat accidental. It just 
happens that the amount of hydro needed to replace Missouri City 2 is enough to 
cancel the need for Chamois 1 on Day 25. The dynamic programming algorithm 
recognizes the economy involved in delaying Chamois 1 over deleting Missouri 
City 2. This fact is illustrated in Table XXXIII, the Path Table for Days 25 and 
26, where, by cross referencing the combination given with the Combination 
Table (Table XV), it can be seen that Chamois 1 is not included in the thermal 
unit commitment for any hour of Day 25. 
In summary, it appears that the hydro algorithm gives excellent results 
without the need for iterating. The author feels that the very slight improvement 
obtained by iterating could be obtained in the original run by modifying the 
programs. However, it would be impractical to try to evaluate all possible 
lengths of delays and shut-downs, rather than hour at a time as is currently done. 
Also, the benefits gained from modification would not be significant. 
D. Additional Applications of the Unit Commitment Programs 



























Combination Units On Combination Units On 
7 1,2/3 7 1,2,3 
7 1,2,3 7 1,2,3 
7 1 ,2, 3 7 1,2,3 
7 112,3 7 1,213 
7 11213 7 11213 
7 1,213 7 1,213 
7 11213 7 11213 
7 1 I 213 7 1,2, 3 
4 1,213,5 5 11213,4 
4 1,2,3,5 3 11213,4,5 
2 1,2,315,6 1 112,3,41516 
2 1,21315,6 1 1121314,516 
2 1121315,6 1 1,2,3,415/6 
2 1,2,3,5,6 1 112,314,516 
2 1,2,31516 1 1,21314,5/6 
2 1/2,3,5,6 1 1/2,3,4/5,6 
2 1,2/315,6 1 1/2/3/4,5,6 
2 1/2/315,6 1 1/2/3,4/5/6 
2 1,2,3,5/6 1 1/2/3/4/5,6 
2 1,2,3/516 1 1/2,314,5/6 
2 1/2,3/5/6 1 1/2/314/5/6 
2 1,2131516 1 1/2,3,4,5/6 
7 112,3 3 1,2/3,4/5 
7 11213 5 11213,4 
Table XXXIII. Optimum Path Table and Unit Commitment 
for Days 25 and 26 of the Iterated Hydro Run 
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system engineers a feel for the energy requirements from the various plants, the 
long-range unit commitment programs can help in scheduling generation outages 
and in buying and selling power on a long-term basis with neighboring utilities. 
To illustrate, one example will be given of how a changed maintenance schedule 
can affect yearly costs; and another will show how easily decisions involving 
purchased power may be made with the techniques presented in 
Upon examination of the monthly hydro schedule, it '"""'·'"'~''n 




reduce the May cost of hydro and thus reduce the yearly costs. The program 
does not have any built-in maintenance optimization procedures, so it must be 
done by trial and error. One such better schedule appears in Table XXXIV, with 
Table XXXV summarizing the results. In this case, the improvement of $8,626 
yearly total over the standard run does not constitute a large amount savings. 
However, it should be pointed out that the Spring maintenance was near optimal 
already, since many of the non-optimal schedules violate the hydro restriction 
of 200 hours of peaking power per month. The author had tried several schedules, 
before the one for the standard run, which could not used. The work of finding 
a schedule which will meet the hydro restrictions is not only economically impor-
tant, but without it, a utility might have difficul in meeting its system require-
ments. 
The 125 megawatts of firm power for the 1971 study was the minimum 
could be purchased so that the capacity and energy requirements could met. 
It could be economically advantageous to compare costs and savings 
with buying various capacities at different prices. To n ...... "u' .... the use 
Standard Run Sering Maintenance Better Sering Maintenance Schedule 
Date Out Date In Date Out 
Service Service of Service 
H2 May 17 June 1 April 27 
Hill 1 April 2 April 17 March 30 
2 March 17 April 1 May 17 
Chamois 1 March 1 March 16 February 14 
Missouri City 1 April 18 May 2 March 15 
Missouri City 2 May 2 May 16 March 1 
Table XXXIV. Comparison of Standard Run Spring Maintenance Schedule 
























Standard Run Better St:ri na Maintenance Run 
H~dro Allocation T ota I Cost of Hydro Allocation 
Energy Worth All Energy Energy Worth 
(hours) (mi lis/kwh) ($) (hours) (mi lis/kwh) 
24 4o99 981,452 22 5.01 
130 4.99 1,260,562 129 5.01 
76 4.99 1, 146,259 69 5.03 
87 5.00 899,092 86 5.00 
101 4.91 973,853 101 4.91 
68 5.09 1, 098,852 68 5.09 
104 5.00 1,237,241 103 5"04 
96 5.00 1,251,406 96 5.00 
105 5.01 1,208,839 115 5.01 
95 4.98 1,171,291 91 5.02 
115 5 .. 09 1, 031,655 161 4.76 
200 8.75 1, 037,987 159 4.91 
1,200 13,298,486 1,200 
Table XXXV. Hydro Energy and Worth, and Total Energy Costs Comparing 
the Standard Run to One with Better Spring Maintenance 


















the unit commitment programs in analyzing possible purchases, three additional 
runs were made to compare to the standard run. The differences in these runs and 
yearly results are given in Table XXXVI. 
Run (1) answers the question of the value of having an additional 25 mega-
watts of purchase at the same price as the standard run. Although there is a 
savings in energy cost, a utility always pays a fixed charge for buying long-term 
power. This charge is not included in any of the costs of the unit commitment 
program. Since the current rate such power is at least $14 per kilowatt per 
year, the extra capacity charge would more than offset the energy savings since 
the savings only amount to $10.01 per kilowatt per year. 
Perhaps, in order to market a larger block of power, the selling utili 1s 
willing to reduce the energy price by 0.2 mills per kilowatt-hour. Run (2) shows 
that under this condition, the energy savings would probably be enough to cover 
the increased capacity charge. 
If the seller is interested in recovering his capital costs by raising the 
energy price, he might make the offer presented in Run (3). Even though the 
price is higher, net yearly savings are realized since much of the purchased 
energy may be used to replace expensive peaking generation. This type of 
evaluation would be very difficult to make without a means of obtaining an 
optimum operating condition to test the value of each alternative. 
To eva I uate each of the above three purchase arrangements, an engineer 
might spend several days working with rough a approximate methods. P nning 
the best generator maintenance schedule by hand is also very difficult. With the 
unit commitment programs, reliable results are obtained with very little effort. 
Standard ( 1) (2) (3) 
125 150 150 150 
Cost (mi lis/kwh) 2.7 2.7 2.5 2.9 
Yearly Purchased Energy (mwh) 853,485 992,815 1,112,435 945, 
Costs ($) 13,298,486 13,047,384 12,844,344 13,243, 
251, 102 454, 142 55,1 
Cost Difference in $/kw/yr for the extra 25 mw 10.01 18 16 2 
Table XXXVI. Comparison of Purchase Alternatives 
co 
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The decisions may be made quickly and simply. 
It would also be possible to analyze the economics involved in making 
long term sales to neighbors. Since purchases were necessary for the system 
studied in this work, sales were not investigated. It would be possible to inves-
tigate sales by estimating when the purchasing utility would request the energy, 
and then adding this energy to the forecasted hourly loads. Provisions for making 
this adjustment have been included in the program LOADS. A typical study 
would consist of running the unit commitment programs both with and without the 
proposed sale. The difference in total annual costs would be div the 
extra energy produced to arrive at a fair price for the energy. The purchasing 
utility would also be charged for the capacity involved in the sale, upon 
the capital needed to construct the generation facility which would be supplying 
the energy. 
IX. GENERAL APPLICABILITY TO LARGE POWER SYSTEMS 
The unit commitment methods described in this work have been shown to 
be practical for small power systems, even if the calculations are carried out on 
a small computer. The question naturally arises as to how practical such a 
solution might be for medium or large sized power systems. 
A direct extension of the dynamic programming procedures presented here 
should be applicable to systems of ten thermal generators, or perhaps fifteen, if 
a large digital computer is available. Beyond fifteen units, approximations will 
certainly be necessary. 
One practical approximation would be to select a group of generators 
which must operate if they are available. This would not be difficult for the 
system engineers to do and would not sacrifice any accuracy if the selection is 
wisely made. In the system described in this work, it becomes obvious after a 
little experience, that Thomas Hill 2 is such a generator. For the particular 
case studied, it may also be noted that Thomas Hi II 1 was on whenever it was 
available. If these two units had been removed from the unit commitment 
decisions, only twelve states would have been computed for each hour. It may 
be concluded that any desired amount of simplification could be achieved by 
this method, but a decision must be made as to how much accuracy might be 
sacrificed. Of course, it is impossible to know if any accuracy is sacrificed if 
the g lobo II y optimum ution is not already available. 
The above procedure may be undesirable or may still leave a large system 
with too many generators to include in the unit commitment. A more 
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sophisticated approach, which will allow large systems to be decomposed and 
solved, requires that the system be divided into priority classes. Any number of 
generators may be included in a priority class. There may be any number of 
priority classes. All generators within a priority class are assumed to be 
competitive in fuel costs and start-up costs. The programming objective is to 
allow units in a given priority class to be on only if all units available in a 
higher class are on, and to allow units to be off only if all units in a lower class 
are off. This strategy has the effect of greatly reducing the number of possible 
states. If there were N priority classes each with M generators, then the number 
of unit commitment states would be: 
Number of States = N x 2M (13) 
Since there are N x M generators, if the priority class method were not used, 
NM 
there would be 2 states. In general, more classes with fewer units in each 
class will mean fewer total unit commitment states. Obviously, the system 
engineer must be careful in assigning the priority classes and inaccuracies can't 
be avoided. However, it is easy to visualize solutions for systems of 100 or 
more generators, at least for a daily unit commitment. The results should be 
better than those methods that use a strict priority list for starting and stopping 
units. In fact, a strict priority list is one of the limiting cases of the priority 
class method. If each class has one generator, there would be N x M classes 
and N x M states, using the above example. (The other limiting case of one 
class has 2NM states, as mentioned above, and is identified as the general 
solution to the unit commitment problem as presented in this work.) 
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Because storage for the unit commitment table for a yearly run would be 
critical on a medium or large power system problem, the following observation 
can be made which will lead to greatly reduced storage requirements. When a 
daily peak is reached, there is usually a rather I imited num of unit commit-
ment states that can meet the system load and reserve requirements. If this 
number is Land the number of previous hours computed to that point is H, 
the size of the unit commitment table can be reduced to H x L. This is possible 
since at this point it is known that the optimum path must contain one of the L 
states. All L paths could be retraced before proceeding with the dynamic pro-
gramming to yield the H x L entries. A programming strategy could be devised 
to periodically retrace the paths and thus reduce the size needed for the unit 
commitment table. It is impossible to accurately predict how much savings could 
be attained, but the author would estimate that the storage needed for the unit 
commitment table might be reduced by a factor of ten. 
Another technique which might be very helpful in applying dynamic 
programming to the thermal unit commitment problem is discussed under Topic C 
of Section X. Suggestions for Further Study in this work. 
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X. SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
A. Conventiona I Storage Hydro 
Much work needs to be done on the dispatching of conventional storage 
hydro projects if they are to be used in conjunction with the thermal unit commit-
ment techniques presented here. Methods have been presented to include one 
conventional storage project. The author has found difficulties in including head 
variations and in dispatching multiple hydro projects. The problems result from 
the fundamental philosophy that the thermal unit commitment should be solved 
first so that the most costly thermal generation can be replaced. This dictates 
that withdrawals from the hydro projects be done at random (based upon 
thermal system), so that the final water levels, which would determine the head 
and dispatching ratios, are ible to predict as the solution proceeds. 
B. Other Types of Hydroelectric Power Coordination 
The complexities involved in coordinating a thermal unit commitment with 
pumped storage hydro or series-parallel storage hydro projects have not 
approached by the author. As with conventional storage hydro, an iterative 
approach where a hydro schedule is set first, then the thermal unit commitment 
optimized, then the hydro retried; could be used with the thermal unit commit-
ment solution presented in this work. The development of a direct approach 
would be more difficult than for the conventional storage hydro. Perhaps when 
the conventional storage problem is solved, an extension of it might be devised 
for series-parallel storage hydro projects. Pumped storage hydro will have to be 
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approached on a different basis. A direct approach would probably possible 
only by considering the pumped storage dynamically with the thermal unit 
commitment rather than after the thermal solution is finished. Since researchers 
have had difficulties with pumped storage coordination, a solution with a direct 
appraoch would be very beneficial to the industry. 
C. Computational Simplifications for the Thermal Unit Commitment Resulting 
from Optimizing Change-of-State Points 
Previously it was discussed that the number of dynamic programming 
considered could be cut in half if the observation was made that as 
increases, only paths need to be considered that do not decrease generation, 
and as the system load decreases, paths are considered which do not increase 
generation. If the load stays the same, no change should made. The question 
arises as to just when a change of state is necessary. If it could shown that 
changes of state can occur only under specific conditions, it would possi e 
to bypass much of the dynamic programming calculations and thus larger 
systems and make solutions faster. 
In the dynamic programming methods discussed thus far, it was specified 
that changes of state could take place at one hour intervals. System load was 
defined on hourly intervals and was assumed to changed enough that a change 
in unit configuration might be necessary. In actuality, system load does not 
change in amounts and is no reason to ieve t con-
figuration should a tech is 
suggested which probes for an optimum path only when a change paths 
be economical. 
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In Appendix B it is shown that there is a unique point L in system load 
where a given set of generators can produce I ess than L megawatts cheaper 
without a certain unit X, but can produce more than L megawatts cheaper with 
unit X. Therefore, it may be said that L is a change-of-state point for the set 
G with respect to X. If there are M generators in the system, there would be 
M minus the number of generators in G change-of-state points for 
ti on of generators. 
With the hourly approach, it was necessary to cons all combinations 
na-
adding more units as the load increased. With the ..... ,..,..,"',....,.,_ ...... ,.__.,. .. ,.,+ , it is 
necessary to consider only one addition at a time. However 1 the 
needs to be considered on a continuous basis. This allows a more repre-
sentation of system load, but requ a more complicated method ng 
it. One method of specifying system load would to simply define it as 
straight I i ne segments connecting hourly points. Then it would possible to 
track the system load and watch for the change-of-state points. When one 
occurs, it may be said that a fork has in the path. It is now possible 
to travel on one of two paths from this point on. Either 
ment can be maintained, or the one represented 
started. 




houri y stage since only two paths can I 
any fork, rather than mu paths iously at 
from 
The difficulty arises from the that it is hard to predict how many may 
encountered in going one hour to the next. If the of forks 
approaches, or perhaps passes, the number of paths leading from one hourly stage 
to the next, then certainly nothing has been gained. 
One method of limiting the number of forks would be to consider that a 
stage has occurred when the system load changes by a specified amount. If, for 
example, an increment of 20 megawatts was chosen and the system load changed 
by 100 megawatts in a given hour, then five stages would computed in that 
hour. Once a stage is reached, economic decisions about the would 
be made, just as in the dynamic programming solution discussed previously. 
Chances are good that only a few forks would occur between stages. This idea 
presents dynamic programming stages that are associated with changing system 
load rather than time. This is an advantage since, for unit commitment purposes, 
time is only an identifying reference and change of system load is the important 
factor. 
Another method of limiting the number of forks would be to consider that 
a new stage occurs after a given number of forks are reached since the last 
stage. An arbitrary I imit could be placed on the number of forks, but the number 
of states, or generator combinations, could keep increasing to the maximum of 
2M, which would be a serious problem if the umber of generators, M, is large. 
The concept of change-of-state points could have important advantages 
for a large power system daily unit commitment is considered. In a daily 
problem, the starting point is known. It would not difficult to compute the 
change-of-state points this starting condition, even for 100 generators. As 
the sol uti on proceeded, the problem would tend to mushroom, but it is hoped 
that it would never be necessary to examine all possible generator combinations, 
as is necessary with the conventional dynamic programming approach. The 
number of combinations examined would be equal to the number of different 
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change-of-state points encountered. Therefore, if a short period time is to 
be observed, perhaps the number of change-of-state points wou not be exces-
sive. It is hoped that future research wi II determine the extent to whi the 
change-of-state concept can be used to reduce computational to 
expand the method of dynamic programming to larger power systems. 
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XI. CONCLUSIONS 
Previously, methods were not available which could solve the complex 
problem of thermal unit commitment exactly, even for the smallest of systems. 
The techniques presented in this work allow a precise solution for a small utility. 
A demonstration of these techniques has been given for a six generator problem 
which also includes purchased power, miscellaneous generation, standby power, 
and a hydroelectric resource. 
The solution was found to be stable with respect to various error inputs, 
including load forecast errors and forced generator outages. 
The hydroelectric resource used was based on a contract which provided 
for a fixed total energy delivered at a rate not to exceed 180 megawatts. This 
contract was written to approximate the operation of a conventional storage 
hydro project. However, there ore several important differences between this 
contract and an actual hydro operation. These differences hove been discussed 
and suggestions have been given as to how a conventional storage project might 
be modeled for inclusion in the thermal unit commitment solution. No proof is 
given that the solution for the contract hydro is exact, but its reliability was 
demonstrated in that it only took one iteration to give results that did not change 
with subsequent iterations. Programming modifications to obtain a solution which 
could not be improved with iterations were discussed but found to be impractical. 
There is still much work that needs to be done in the coordination of hydro and 
thermal systems. The problems are particularly actue when more than one hydro 
project is considered, or if head variation is 
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The usefulness of the unit commitment programs has been demonstrated in 
estimating monthly and yearly energy production and costs at the various 
generating plants, in planning generator maintenance, in assessing various plans 
for purchasing power (the same could be done for sales, although it was not 
illustrated), and in allocating the available hydro energy by months, for a year. 
The unit commitment programs can also be used on a daily basis for planning 
hourly operations. The yearly run provides a worth of hydro for each month 
that may be used in the daily unit commitment and dispatch. 
The solutions presented in this work were carried out on a small and slow 
computer. Larger computers could expand the direct applicability of these 
programs to systems of ten generators. While this is still a limited number, t 
is large enough to provide a good benchmark for testing other techniques. The 
exactness of the unit commitment techniques presented here wi II allow the 
determination of the accuracy of approximate techniques which are written to 
be used on larger power systems or are designed to be faster. Discussions have 
been given describing methods that could be used to greatly increase the 
of generators that could be included in a study without sacrificing accuracy. 
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APPENDIX A 
PROOF OF OPTIMUM PATH RESTRICTIONS 
Prove that, on an optimum path, units will not be added as system load 
decreases or that units will not be deleted as system load increases. 
The first part only of the above statement will be proved since the proof 
is identi ca I to the proof of the second part. 
Given a set of generators G which does not include the unit X, and a 
system load L at hour H which is greater than the load Mat hour H+l, it will 
be shown that the set of generators G+X is not the most economical set at hour 
H+ 1 if the set G was the most economical at hour H o 
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The proof will be given by demonstrating that if G+X is more economical 
than G at hour H+ 1, then it would be more economical at hour H than just the 
set G. Since set G was assumed most economical at hour H, this will constitute 
a proof by contradiction. 
The above statement may be expressed as: 
F ( G+ X, M) < F ( G, M) (A-1) 
where F is the cost of the economic dispatch of the given set of generators at 
load M, 
In the dispatch ofF (G+X,M), assume X is carrying P megawatts and the 
G units carry M-P=Q megawatts, then: 
F r Q) + F (X 1 P) < F ,M) (A-2) 
Express the difference in hourly load as: 
D L-M 
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Since Q < M, dispatching any additional power on a set of generators 
loaded at Q wi II cost less than dispatching that same extra amount if they were 
loaded at M o Therefore, 
F (G I Q+D)-F(G I Q) < F (G ,M+D)-F (G ,M) 
Adding inequalities (2) and (3) gives: 
F (G I Q+D)+F(X, P) < F (G I M+D) 
or: 




This is the contradiction desired, thus the proof is complete. It should be 
mentioned that the left side of (A-4) is not necessori ly the best dispatch of G+X 
at load L, since it may be better to load X with some of the extra D megawatts. 
However, since (A-4) is true, certainly (A-5) is also true. 
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APPENDIX B 
DETERMINATION OF CHANGE-OF-STATE POINTS 
Show that there is a unique point L in system load where a given set of 
generators G can produce less than L megawatts cheaper without a certain unit 
X, but can produce more than L megawatts cheaper with X. 
From the proof of Appendix A, if there is a load M that can be met more 
economically from the set G+X than from G, then G+X must be more economical 
for all loads higher than M. Therefore, a unique point Las described above can 
be found if it can be shown that there is some I oad N at which the set G is more 
economical than G+X. L will then lie between Nand M and must unique 
because of the proof of Appendix A .. 
Designate the minimum load on X asP and the cost of generating Pas C. 
The composite incremental cost function of the set of G generators may be 
designated F (G, S), where S is the value of possible system loads ranging from 
the sum of the minimums called, GMIN, of G to the sum of the maximums, 
GMAX, of G. If any value of load Land the value L-P is in this range of 
loads and if the integral of F(G,S) from L-P to Lis less than C, it is more 
economical to use only the set of generators G, rather than G+X, to generate 
the L megawatts. Therefore, the solution to the integral equation gives the 
desired value of L: 
L f F ( G, S )d S = C 
L-P 
(B-1) 
It is possible that no value of L solves this equation if the generator X 
is either much more, or much less efficient than most of those in the set G. In 
particular, if 
GMIN+P f F(G,S)dS > C 
GMIN 
then X is more efficient and will be dispatched with G as soon as the 
load is GMI N+P., If, instead, 
GMAX 





then X is less efficient and wi II be dispatched with G only when the system load 
exceeds GMAX. 
APPENDIX C 
FLOW CHARTS OF THE THERMAL 
UNIT COMMITMENT SOLUTION PROGRAMS 
IProgram: LOADSI 
Read the Number of Days in the Study, Number of Sales, 
MW Increment of the Study 
Read the Detai Is of Each Sale: 
Span of Hours Each Day, Starting and Ending Days, 
Number of Days in Each Week, and Capacity of the Sale 
I Read the Hourly Load for All Days in the Study I 
Modify All Hourly Loads and Sales Capacities 
by the MW Increment of Load that Wi II Be Used in the Study 
-
Modify Hourly Load by Adding the Capacity of Each Sale 
- on to the Proper Hours as Given on Input Data 
NO 
;Is This the Last Sale ?I 
YES 
IWrite Modified Hourly Loads into Unit Commitment File 
lPrint Hourly LoadsJ 
8 
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I Program BMAC[ 
Read the Number of Thermal Generators and 
the MW Increment of the Study 
Read the Minimum, Maximum, Economic High Limit, 
Fuel Cost, Start-Up Cost, Number of Heat Rate Values, 
- Heat Rate Values for Each Value of Load from Minimum to 
- Economic High Limit in the MW Increment 
Used in the Study; for Eo ch Generator 
YES 
:Is There Only One Heat Rate Value?] 
NO 
ICall MACHF for Generators with Varying Heat Rate: 
__...fCall MACFC for Generators with Constant Heat Rate I 
NO 
:Is This the Last Generator?:..... 
YES 
END 
F • Flow Chart of the Program BMAC 
ISubroutine MACHF, Called by Program BMACI 
For Each Value of Generator Load from the Minimum 
-
to the Economic High Limit, Compute the Cost 
of Generating that Load: 
COST LOAD * Fuel Cost * Heat Rate/1 000 
IWrite the Generator Load, Heat Rate, and COST in a Filel 
IPrint Generator Load, Heat Rate, and Costl 
NO 
:Has the Economic High Limit been Reached ?1 
YES 
Write the Generator Number, Fuel Cost, Maximum, 
Minimum, Economic High Limit, Start-Up Cost, 
and MW Increment into the File 
IPrint the Above Information! 
IReturn to BMACI 
F Flow Chart the Subroutine MACHF 
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ISubroutine MACFC, Co II ed by Program BMAC I 
Compute Cost of 1 mwh of Load 
on a Generator with Fixed Heat Rote: 
COST 1 =Fuel Cost * Heat Rote/1 000 
For Each Value of Load from the Minimum 
-
to the Economic High Limit, 
Compute the Cost of Generating that Load: 
COST = LOAD * COST 1 
I Write the Generator Load, Heat Rote, and COST in a F i leJ 
I Print Generator Load, Heat Rate, and COSTj 
NO 
:Has the Economic High Limit been Reached?l 
YES 
Write the Generator Number 1 Fuel Cost, Maximum, 
Minimum, Economic, Start-Up Cost 1 
and MW Increment into the File 
I Print the Above I nformotion I 
IReturn to BMACI 
Read the Number of Thermal Generators in the Study 
Read the Maximum, Minimum, and 
Economic High Limit of Each Generator 
Call CTBLE to Build the Combinations Table 
Print the Combinations Table 
Write the Combinations Table into a File 
Call SORTl to Compute the Economic Dispatch 
of the Thermo I Generators 
Figure C-5. Flow Chart of the Program UCOM 1 
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ISubroutine CTBLE, Called by Program UCOM 11 
If there are N Thermal Generators, Start with 
an N Bit Binary Word with the Value of the Word = 0 
~Add 1 to the Binary Wordl 
Numbering the Bits of the Binary Word as Bl, B2· • ·BN, 
Compute the Sum of the Maximums, Minimums, and 
Economic High Limits of the Combination of Units 
Represented by this Word: 
SUMMAX = Bl *MAXl+B2*MAX2+· • ·BN*MAXN 
SUMMIN = Bl*M1Nl+B2*MIN2+···BN*MINN 
SUMEHL = B 1 *EHL l+B2*EHL2+· • ·BN*EHLN 
NO 
! Is the Binary Word All l's? I 
YES 
I Arrange the Combinations in Order of I 
their Economic High Limits 
Write the Binary Words of the Combinations in a File 
Find the Maximum of the Largest Unit of Each Combination 
and Retain It as the Reserve Required for this Combination 
IReturn to UCOM lJ 
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ISubroutine SORT1, Called by UCOMll 
_JPerform Economic Dispatch of Each Combination! 
I of Thermal Generators as Follows: 
Call ECDSP to Build Files of the Economic Dispatch 
for One Combination of Thermal Generators 
Step through these Files to get Generator Loading and 
Total Cost for Each Value of Loading from the 
Sum of Minimums to the Sum of Economic High Limits 
IPrint Results of Each Economic Dispatch if Desiredj 
N 
!Is This the Last Comoination of Generators? I 
YES 
(Return to UCOM 11 
Figure C-7. Flow Chart of the Subroutine SORT 1 
ISubroutine ECDSP 1 Called by Subroutine SORTll 
IRead Generator Files for Each Unit in this Combinationl 
IStart with the First Two Generators of this Combination!_ 
For Each Value of Load Possible on the Two Units, 
...... 
from the Sum of Minimums to the Sum of Economic High Limits, 
- Co II EX UST to Compute the Least Cost of Operation 
and the Corresponding Load on Each Unit 
YES 
I Has the Last Unit been Processed?: 
NO 
Consider the Above Two Units and their Economic Dispatch 
as a Single Unit with the Economic Dispatch 
being the Unit 1s Cost Curve 
Combine the Next Generator in this Combination 
with this Single Unit to Compute a New Economic Dispatch 
I Return to SORT 1: :: 
Figure C-8., Flow Chart the Subroutine ECDSP 
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I Subroutine EXUST, Called by Subroutine ECDSP 
I 
Vary the Loading Between the Two Generators 
so that All Possible Variations that can Meet 
the Given Load are Tried 
I 
ICompute the Cost for All of the Above Variationsl 
I 
Find the Minimum of the Above Costs I 
I 
Pass the Minimum Cost and the 
Loading on Each Generator that Gives 
this Cost back to ECDSP 
J 
I Return to ECDSP I 
F • Flow of the Subroutine EXUST 
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LProgram UCOM21 
Read the Number of Thermal Generators, 
Number of Days in the Study, Number of the Day on Which 
the Study Starts, Reserve Capacity Available from Neighbors, 
Capacity of the Contract Hydro, MW Increment of the Study 
Call MANDF to Construct Generator Maintenance Schedules 
and Schedules of Purchases from Neighbors 
ICall SBCLM to Create Subcolumnsj 
for the Unit Commitment Table 
Is any Generator Maintenance in Effect NO 
on the First Day of the Study? 
YES 
Call FLAGM to Flag the Main Columns of the Unit 
Commitment Table for the First Maintenance Period 
where Maintenance Disallows Combinations 
Represented by those Main Columns 
lCall FLGM2 to Flag Subcolumnsl 
Call Link to INCTF to Compute Economic Dispatch r-.-for the First Purchase Period for the Unit Commitment Study 
Figure C-10. Flow Chart of the Program UCOM2 
Subroutine MANDF, Called by Program UCOM2 
Read the Number of Generator Outages 
For Each Outage, Read the Generator to be Out 1 
the First Day Out of Service, and the First Day Back In 
Arrange All Outages such that the 
Dates Involved are in Order 
For Each Date Given Above, Fill Out a Table 
All Generators to be Out from that Date Unti I the Next Date 
Read the Number 
For Each Purchase, Read the Capacity of Purchase, 
Energy Cost, and Dates Starting and Ending 
Arrange All Purchases such that 
the Dates Involved are in Order 
For Each Date iven Above, Fill Out a Table 
All Purchases to be in Effect 
from that Date Until the Next Date 
C-11 . Flow Chart of the Program MAN 
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ISubroutine SBCLM, Called by Program UCOM21 
:--fExamine all Combinations to Set Up Main Columns 
_J Examine all Combinations to Sort Out ,I 
- IDesired Subcolumns for this Main Column 
Are Any Units Turned Off in Going from the 
NO Combination Represented by This Subcolumn to the 
Combination Represented by This Main Column? 
YES 
NO 
:Are Any Units Turned On in the Transition?) 
YES I This Subcolumn is Invalid I 
Do Not Add it to Subcolumn List[ 
::.::Add This Subcolumn to the Subcolumn List~ --:-~-: 
-\.. 
_JAre Any Units Turned On in Going froml 
-1 this Subcolumn to this Main Column? 
Add in Start-Up Costs for Units Turned On 
to the Start-Up Cost List 
IAdd Subcolumn to Subcolumn Listl 
YES ; Are There Any More Subcol umns? }-:: 
NO 
YES :Are There Any More Main Columns ?I 
NO 
IPrint the Number of Subcolumnsl 
I 
(Return to UCOM2l 
Figure C-12. Flow Chart of the Subroutine SBCLM 
Subroutine FLAGM, Called by Programs UCOM2 and UCOM31 
IStrip Off All Main Column Flags from Previous Run of FLAGMI 
_!Prepare to Flag Main Columns with Generators Outl 
- I in this Maintenance Period 
I Are any Generators Out that 
Are Used in This Main Column? NO 
YES 
The Combination Represented by this Main Column is Disallowed 
Prepare to find Subcolumns that Correspond to this Main Column 
_IFor Each Subcolumn, Does this Subcolumn Represent) 
-·1 a Path that Comes from this Main Column? r NO 
YES 
IWrite this Subcolumn in a File so that FLGM2 will Fl1g ltl 
YES 
~Are there Any More Subcol umns ?}=: 
NO 
IF lag this Main Column I 
YES 
-~Are there Any More Main Columns?~ 
NO 
I Return to UCOM2 or UCOM3) 
F 13. Flow of the Subroutine FLAGM 
ISubroutine FLGM2, Called by Programs UCOM2 and UCOM3l 
I 
IStrip Off All Subcolumn Flags from Previous Run of FLGM2l 
I 
Read File Created by FLAGM to Get 
Numbers of Subcol umns that Are to be Flagged 
l 
IFiog All Subcolumns in the File] 
I 
IReturn to UCOM2 or UCOM31 
Figure C-14. Flow Chart of the Subroutine FLGM2 
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Program I NCTF 1 Linked to from Programs UCOM2 and UCOM3 
IArrange Purchases of this Purchase Period in Order of Least Cost) 
Examine Each Combination of Thermal Units to Find 
-
Economic Dispatch of Thermal and Purchase Power 
- Each Combination of Thermal Units is Considered One Unit 
and Has an Economic Dispatch Computed in Program UCOMl 
Read Thermal Unit Cost for This Combination 
from File Built by UCOMl 
ICompute Incremental Thermal Costs from Above Total Costsl 
!Compare Thermo I Incrementa I Cost to Least Cost Purchase for 
- Each Value of Total Load, starting at Minimum Load 
- for This Thermal Combination of Units 
NO 
:Is Least Cost Purchase Cheaper at This Load Value ?I 
YES 
Put This Purchase in the Dispatch from This Load Value up to 
This Load plus Maximum Purchase Capacity, then 
Remove This Purchase from Further Consideration 
~Prepare to Examine Purchase that is Least Cost 
Next to the One Just Used 
-
Put This Increment of Thermal Generation 
- into Dispatch at This Load Value 
NO 
I Has the Total Load Reached the Sum of 
-IAII Purchased Power plus Thermal Generation? ........ 
YES 
YES 
~Are there Any More Combinations of Thermal Units ?l 
NO 
ICall Link to UCOM3J 
Figure C-15. Flow Chart of the Program INCTF 
IProgram UCOM3, Linked to from Program INCTFl 
~ - Prepare to Compute Unit Commitment Table Using L/ - Dynamic Programming for Each Day of the Study Period 
NO 
:Does the Purchase Schedule Change on this Day?J 
YES 
Link to I NCTF to Compute New 
Economic Dispatch of Thermal and Purchase 
NO 
:---:Does the Maintenance Schedule Change on This Day?: 
YES 
I Call FLAGM to Flag Main Columns 
for the New Maintenance Schedule 
Read the Hourly Load for This Day}:.:-
~Prepare to Compute the Unit Commitment Table for Each Hourl 
Is this Hour 2 of a Day on which NO 
Maintenance Schedule Changed? 
YES 
I Call FLGM2 to Flag Subcolumns I 
for the New Maintenance Schedule 
~ ..... Examine Each Main Column to Find ........ 
- the Least Cost Path to This Combination -L/ 
lConti tued on Next Pag ] 
Figure C-16A. First Half of the Flow Chart of the Program UCOM3 
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IContinued from Previous Pagel 
I YES 
Lis This Main Column Flagged?~ 
I NO 
__ _1 Examine Each Subcolumn to Compute I 
-ITotal Accumulated Costs for This Main Column 
I YES 
lis This Subcolumn Flagged?: 
I NO 
Compute Total Accumulated Cost for This 
Subcol umn if It Was Optimum Last Hour 
This is the Sum of Economic Dispatch for This Main Column, 
Start-Up Cost in Going from This Subcolumn to This Main Column, 
and Optimum Accumulated Cost through Last Hour of the 
Main Column Represented by This Subcolumn 
NO I 
:1s This the Last Subcolumn in This Main Column':'!..: 
I YES 
Compute Optimum Accumulated Cost of This Main Column 
as the Minimum of the Subcolumn Total 
Accumulated Costs for This Main Column 
I 
Write the Combination Responsible for This Minimum 
into the Unit Commitment Table in the Column 
Represented by This Main Column 
~~ NO I :1s This the Last Main Column for This Hour?.-:::: u- I YES 10- NO ; Is This the Last Hour of This Day?l u- I YES 10- NO ~Is This the Last Day of the Study Period ?I u- I YES 
Compute ~h Globally Optimum Cost as the Minimum of the 
Optimum Accumu Costs of the Last Hour of the Day 
Write Corresponding Combi 01 into a File 
I 
lCall Link to SBACKI 
F Half the Flow Chart of the Program UCOM3 
IProgram SBACK, Linked to from UCOM3) 
'Read the Optimum Combination for the Last Hour of ·h I 
Last Day from File Written by UCOM3 
~ Prepare to Search Back to Find the Optimum Path by Reading the Unit Commitment Table Day at a Time, Starting with Last Day 
.... 
Prepare to Search Back through Each Hour 
- Storti ng at the Last Hour of the Day 
Using the Optimum Combination Computed for This Hour, 
Compute the Optimum Combination for Last Hour by Looking 
at the Row of the Unit Commitment Table Corresponding 
to This Hour and the Column Corresponding to the 
Optimum Combination for This Hour 
The Entry in the Table is the Optimum 
Combination for Last Hour 
NO 
~Is This the First Hour of This Day?l 
YES 
NO 
:Is This the First Day of the Study Period? 
YES 
IWrite the Optimum Path into a Filel 
8 
Figure 17. F I ow Chart of the Program S BACK 
Read Each Day of the Optimum Path Table 
~-------.Starting with the First Day of the Study Period as 
Computed by SBACK and Stored in a File 
Print the 24 Hours Optimum Path for This Day 
NO 
'--------tis This the Last Day in the Study Period? 
Figure C-18o Flow Chart of the Program WPATH 
APPENDIX D 
FLOW CHARTS OF THE CONTRACT HYDRO SOLUTION PROGRAMS 
IProgram UCOM41 
I 
!Read Limits on Contract Hydro, Reserves fro, 
Neighbors, and Miscellaneous Generation 
I 
-
Prepare to Initialize the Master Schedule Table for the 
- Study Period, Starting with the First Day in the Study Period 
I 
-
Build Master Schedule Table, 
- Starting with the First Hour of This Day 
I I Does Hourly Load or Reserves Require! NO 
Miscellaneous Generation to be On? I 
I YES 
IPut Miscellaneous Generation in Master Schedule Table for This Ho~rl 
NO I 
:Does Hourly Load Require Standby Power from Neighbors?l 
I YES 
IPut Standby Power Required in Master Schedule Table for This Houri 
I 
Compute Minimum Hydro Required by 
- Miscellaneous, Standby, Sum of Purchases and Thermal -
- -Generation (given by Optimum Path) from Hourly Load 
I 
[Put Minimum Hydro Required in Master Schedule Table for This Houri 
NO I 
:1s This the Last Hour of This Day?( 
' 
YES 
NO !Is This the Last Day of the Study Period ?I 
I YES 
ICall Link to COM5Dj 
Figure D-1. Flow Chart the Program UCOM4 
Find the Thermal Generator with the Highest Incremental Cost 
Find the Purchase with the Highest Energy Cost 
Decide which of the Above Two is Highest 
Read the Number of Days in Each Calendar Month 
Read the Monthly, Four Months and Yearly Contract Hydro 
Energy Limits, Energy Cost of Hydro, Start-Up Cost and 
Energy Cost of Miscellaneous 
Starting with the First Month, Use Master 
...--------- Schedule Table to Sum the Requ Hydro 
...-------IIIISum Hydro for Each Day in This Month 




.__-------tis This the Last Day in This Month? 
Annual Total 
NO 
Last Month in the Study Period? 
YES 
Call Link to UCOM5 
161 
IProgram UCOM5, Linked to from Program COM5DI 
-
Starting with the First Day of the Study, Check when 
- Hydro Can Be Used to Replace Thermal Generation 
NO 
!Does the Purchase Power Schedule Change on This Day?~-:: 
YES 
Call EFIRM to Compute a New Economic Dispatch of 
Thermal Units and Purchases of this Purchase Period 
Call COM5A to Find All Possible Situations in This Day 
-
when Hydro May Be Used to Shut Units Off or 
- Delay their Start-Up or Hasten Shut-Down 
Call COM5B to Find the Optimum Replacement for This Day 
of Those Computed Above, on a $/MWH Basis 
YES 
:Are there Any More Days i the Study?J 
NO 
Call COM5C to Find the Optimum Day to Make a 
Replacement, Check All Hydro Limits, and Make the 
Replacement by Modifying the Master Schedule Table 
Set a Flag so that the Selected Day for Replacement May Be 
Recasted, but Other Days Wi II Not Be 
Figure D-3. F I ow Chart of the Program UCOM5 
162 
ISubroutine EFIRM, Called by Programs UCOM5 and UCOM6 
IArrange Purchases of this Purchase Period in Order of Least Costl 
Examtne Each Combination of Thermal Units to Find 
-
Economic Dispatch of Thermal and Purchase Power 
- Each Combination of Thermal Units is Considered One Large Unit 
and Has an Economic Dispatch Computed in Program UCOM 1 
Read Thermal Unit Cost for This Combination 
from File Built by UCOMl 
ICompute Incremental Thermal Costs from Above Total Costs I 
Compare Thermal Incremental Cost to Least Cost Purchase ·or 
-
Each Value of Total Load, starting at Minimum Load 
- for This Thermal Combination of Units 
NO 
~Is Least Cost Purchase Cheaper at This Load Valuej 
YES 
Put This Purchase in the Dispatch from This Load Value up to 
This Load plus Maximum Purchase Capacity, 
Remove This Purchase from Further Consideration 
!Prepare to Examine Purchase that is Least Cost 
Next to the One Just Used 
-...IPut This Increment of Thermal Generation' 
--~ into Dispatch at This Load Value 
NO 
Has the Total Load Reached the Sum of 
-All Purchased Power plus Thermal Gc,•c:• uti ? -
YES 
YES 
!Are there Any More Combinations of Thermal Units ?I 
NO 
IReturn to UCOM5 or UCOM6J 
Figure D-4 .. Flow Chart of the Subroutine EFIRM 
163 
Subroutine COMSA, Called by Program UCOMS 
I 
ISearch for Possible Replacement of Each Thermal Generator: ::: 
I 
[Is This Unit Started During This Day?! NO 
I YES 
Check System Load and Reserve Requirements if ,. 
This Unit is Off On the Hour that It Was Started N~+ 
Can Its Start-Up Be Delayed by One Hour? 
I YES 
IRecord This as a Possible Start-Up Delay for This Dayl 
NO I 
:Is This Unit Shut Down on This Day?!::: 
I YES ,, 
NO Check System Load and Reserve Requirements if 
+ - This Unit is Off On the Hour that It Stops 
Can Its Shut-Down Be Hastened by One Hour? 
I YES 
,, IRecord This as a Possible Hastened Shut-Down for This Dayl 
NO I 
+ - :was This Unit Both Started and Stopped on This Day?l 
I YES 
~· Check System Load and Reserve Requirements for Every 
+ 
_NO Hour that the Unit Would Be Off 
- Can It Be Shut Off on This Day? 
I YES 
Record This as a Possible Shut-Off On This Day 
I 
:::-:Are there Any More Generators ?I YES 
I NO 
IReturn to UCOM5I 
Figure D-50 Flow Chart of the Subroutine COMSA 
164 
I Subroutine COM5B, Called by Program UCOM5I 
-
Prepare to Cost All Possible Replacemen1 
..... for This Day to Find the Optimum 
NO 
lis This Replacement a Shut-Off for the Whole Dayi 
YES 
I Add Start-Up Cost for the Generator I nvolvedl 
Using the Economic Dispatch for Each Hour that the Unit 
... Will Be Off, Compute the Total Operating Cost 
-
- -
of the Unit for This Replacement 
Sum Total Energy Produced by This Unitl 
for the Time that It Will Be Off 
YES 
:Are there Any More Hours in This Replacement Period?J 
NO 
IDivide Total Operating Cost by Total Unit EnergyJ 
YES 
~Are there Any More Possible Replacements ?1 
NO 
Find the Greatest Energy Cost in $/MWH 
of All Possible Replacements 
Record This Cost and the Corresponding Generator I 
as the Optimum Replacement for This Day 
IReturn to UCOM5j 
Figure D-6" Flow Chart of the Subroutine COM5B 
Sub11outine COM5C1 Called by Program UCOM5J 
YES I 




Back Down Generation on Most 
-Expensive Thermal or Purchase Unit r-
-
Find Maximum Cost Day in $/MWH 
- of All Possible Replacements 
I 
:..-:Compute New Optimum Path After This Replacement Is Madel 
I 
ICompute Hydro Necessary with This Replacementl 
I 
Test Monthly 1 Four Months 1 and 
Annual Hydro Energy Restriction 
I 0 I Based On Above Test 1 Can This Replacement Be Made?; 
I YES 
Modify Master Schedule Table with 
New Optimum Path and Hydro Allocation 
I 
Print Monthly Hydro Energy and Cost Summary 
for Every 25 Hour Block Allocated 
NO I 
{Is there Any ual Hydro Energy Left?: ':'! 
I YES 
Are arh::•1 u1v1:::. Being Backed Down 
Backed Down or Rep 1ced? 
I Replaced 
IReturn to UCOM5 to Recost Day Selected for Replacement( 
=-:call Link to UCOM6 to Print Results 
Figure D-7. Flow Chart of Subroutine COM5C 
(Program UCOM6, Linked to from Subroutine COM5CI 
I 
IRead Standby Power and Energy Costl 
I 
(Print Monthly Hydro Energy and Cost Summaryl 
I 
::-~Prepare to Examine Master Schedule Table Month at a Time 
I 
::{Examine Master Schedule Table for Each Day in This Month 
I 
Sum Thermal Generation, Hydro, Purchase, Miscellaneous, 
and Standby Energy and Costs for Each Hour of This Day 
Hourly Schedules for Miscellaneous and 
r-1- Standby have been Set in UCOM4 Hourly Hydro Schedule was put in 
Master Schedule Table by UCOM5 
Optimum Unit Commitment was put in Master Schedule 
Table by UCOM4 and Modified by UCOM5 
I NO 
lis an Hourly Schedule to be Printed for This Month'?~-
I YES I Print Hourly Energy and Cost of Each Resource for This Hour 
YES 
I 
!Are there Any More Hours in This Day?!::: 
I NO 
IPrint Daily Summary if Hourly Summary is Printed) 
I 
YES ~Are there Any More Days in This Month?l 
I NO 
IPrint Monthly Energy and Cost Summary for Each Resourcel 
I 
YES ~Are there Any More Months in the Study?j 
I NO 
IPrint Annual Energy and Cost Summary for Each Resourcel 
e 
Figure D-8 .. Flow Chart of the Program UCOM6 
